
Thank you to our National 
Safety Month’s sponsors: 

We are celebrating National Safety Month with a special section  
focusing on safety in the workplace. Find this section on pages 24-39.
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the #1 value in automation
Order Today, Ships Fast!

* See our Web site for details and restrictions.  © Copyright 2021 AutomationDirect, Cumming, GA  USA.  All rights reserved. 1-800-633-0405

Also AvailableAlso Available
Safety BumpersSafety Mats Safety Edges

Research, price, buy at:

www.automationdirect.com/safety

Safety switches are interlocking
devices used to monitor (and
sometimes lock) machine guards, 
doors, gates or windows.

New stand-alone non-contact 
magnetic coded safety switches 
protect personnel and machinery 
without the need for a separate 
safety relay.

Safety relay modules are a simple and reliable method of
controlling a safety system that uses positive guided contacts
and redundancy for fail-safe systems. Available models include 
E-stop, two-hand, safety gate, safety mat, light curtain, and
speed safety relays.

Safety controllers use monitoring
logic, overvoltage / short-circuit
protection, redundant relays, and
positive guided contacts to
provide a high level of fail-
safe operation. The modular
MOSAIC safety controller is an
expandable, cost-eff ective choice 
(vs. standalone safety relays) as
the required number of relays/
channels increases.

Safety light curtains use an array 
of photoelectric beams to sense 
intrusion into a plane of detection.

Type 4 / Category 4 curtains
achieve high fault tolerance 
through redundancy/monitoring,
have a tighter fi eld-of-view and 
are less susceptible to optical
short circuits. We off er many
sizes, styles and brands such as 
Contrinex, Datalogic and ReeR.

Safety Light Curtains
Starting at $468.00 Sender/Receiver Pair
(YBES-30K4-0170-P012)

Safety Controllers
Starting at $299.00 (MOSAIC-M1)

Safety Switches
Starting at $16.00 (SP2K61X11)Safety Relays Starting at $95.00 (LG5924-02-61-24)

Play It Safe
With safety products from trusted brands at great prices

Get your safety and other 
automation components
from AutomationDirect,
a trusted supplier in
the industry for over 25
years. We off er high-
quality safety products at 
great prices, so you can 
aff ord to protect even the 
simplest systems.

SAFETY IS NOT
OPTIONAL
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800-276-6190

Find the free 
resources at 

safestart.com/ws6

Toolbox talks made easy: 
Delivery tips and topics for 
every month of the year

months of 
topic ideas

tips for 
training

Toolbox talks may be the most common—yet 
challenging—safety training tool on jobsites. 
Toolbox talks need to be conducted regularly 
and educate workers on relevant safety 
practices to reduce injuries and improve a 
workplace safety culture.

Part of the challenge of regularly delivering 
toolbox talks is coming up with fresh topic ideas. 
Don’t fret, we’ve got resources to not only help 
with identifying the topic but to help you create 
and deliver it e�ectively. 



EDITOR’S COLUMN

facebook.com/rdgmedia www.twitter.com/WMHSmag www.youtube.com/MaterialHandlingPub linkedin.com/groups/2206096

In this issue, you’ll find a special section related to 
National Safety Month, designated by the National 
Safety Council (NSC) as a time each year to focus 
extra attention on decreasing the number of pre-
ventable deaths and injuries by raising awareness of 
their causes. Our section, naturally, will be all about 
workplace safety, and will align with the NSC’s four 
topics for 2021: preventing incidents before they start; 
addressing ongoing covid-19 safety concerns; feeling 
psychologically safe on the job and advancing your 
safety journey through continuous improvement.

It’s worth noting, though, that taking this year’s four workplace-related topics 
home from work with you is a good idea, because they can be applied to non-
work situations and environments as well.

Safety is, of course, a year-round concern, but I’ve been struck by the number 
of unsafe situations I’ve seen in my neighborhood lately. I live in a northern 
state, and nice weather takes a while to arrive in the spring. When it does, 
people get energized about doing all of the outdoor repairs and maintenance 
that they weren’t motivated to do during the winter. I’ve seen lots of people 
up on ladders, painting exteriors, fixing flashing. I witnessed a neighbor cut 
down an enormous dead tree with a chain saw and held my breath during 
those moments after the last cut was made, waiting to see where the tree would 
fall. The neighbor apparently knew what he was doing: the tree crashed safely 
to the ground, missing other trees, a car and a house that were in its vicinity.

It reminded me of an incident in which a male relative who did not know what 
he was doing and who also owned a chain saw decided to cut down a dead tree 
on his property. He felt that he could control the direction of the tree’s fall by 
tying a rope around its trunk and then tying the other end around the waist 
of a friend, who would also hold the rope in his hands and give it a good yank 
when the time was right. There was a basic mathematical flaw in this plan: a 
tree weighs more than a man. When the large tree fell, it actually jerked the 
roped assistant off his feet. He was helpless to influence where it fell. The 
rope on the trunk caused the tree to swing horizontally in an arc, just a few 
feet over the head of the chain saw wielder. If it had been a little lower… If 
the pull on the friend had been stronger… Both the tree-cutter and the friend 
laugh about the incident now, but it could have had a much different outcome, 
for both of them.

Near misses are great teachers. Some tasks should not be performed by amateurs, 
no matter how many YouTube videos we watch or how much equipment we 
have. The fact that you can buy a chain saw at a home improvement store does 
not make you a professional arborist.

The point I’m getting back around to is: this year’s National Safety Month’s 
topics can be useful beyond the workplace. (I’m pretty sure the tree-cutting 
near-tragedy I described could have been avoided under the Prevent Incidents 
Before They Start topic, which advises people to identify risks and take proactive 
safety measures to reduce hazard exposure.)

Making safety a year-round priority in all aspects of your life – and the lives 
of your family members – is a good idea.

Thanks for reading this and stay safe!

Maureen Paraventi 
Chief Editor, WMHS 
Maureenp@rdgmedia.net
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Save Your Assets
• People • Products • Equipment • More

FACILITY ASSET PROTECTION Since 2003

We Deliver MORE Than Just Our Products...We Deliver Peace of Mind!

• Guardrail (Standard and Heavy Duty)
• Handrail
• Dock Safety
• Rack Protection
• Mezzanine Safety Gates
• Industrial Safety Gates
• Bollards
• Building Column Protectors

Call today for a quote!

ALL PRODUCTS IN STOCK!

1-877-728-3891  |  www.save-ty.com



As a warehouse manager or shop foreman, 
industrial metal shelving offers you a heavy-duty 
and highly customizable solution to material 
handling issues, allowing you to maximize 
vertical space and efficiency. This is critical to 
ensuring that your stock is protected, visible 
and accessible.

WHAT KIND OF SHELVING DO I NEED?
The best kind of shelving system to purchase 
depends on your warehouse’s layout, inven-
tory and supply chain needs. Heavy castings 
and automotive parts, such as engine blocks, 
place hugely different demands on a shelving 
unit relative to consumer electronics or apparel.

How your warehouse is laid out, including 
whether it’s automated, how much space you 
have to work with and other factors determine 
your operation’s most viable shelving options.

Top Advantages of Industrial Steel Shelving
Contributor: Shelving + Rack Systems, Inc.

The best kind of shelving system to purchase depends on your warehouse’s 
layout, inventory and supply chain needs.

© pitrs - stock.adobe.com
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PERFORATED COVER PLATES
·  open area rack deck

·  interior or exterior waterfall flanges

·  smooth top surface protects products

·  products slide easily on and off

·  solid perimeter border for safety

·  typical finish is galvanized

ADDITIONAL CAPABILITIES

·  solid (B-Deck) and perforated, corrugated deck
·  solid cover plates (as shown without perforations)
·  roll formed and structural crossbar supports
·  steel deck for mezzanines and pick modules
·  layouts to minimize or eliminate field cutting
·  miscellaneous fabricated metal parts

1351 Nagel Blvd., Batavia, IL 60510
Ph: (630) 879-7008 | Toll Free: (877) 396-6258

www.summitmetalproducts.com



There are various shelving units to choose from, including 
industrial steel, single and double rivet, wire and more.

ADVANTAGES OF INDUSTRIAL STEEL SHELVING
Also called clip shelving, warehousing staff use industrial 
steel shelving to solve a wide variety of storage problems. 
As it’s easy to assemble and configured in multiple ways, 
it offers a diverse range of solutions to space management 
problems and storing inventory.

Steel shelving can take several forms, from pallet racks to 
display units, but regardless of how you decide to arrange 
it, the system has several significant benefits:
• Durability

Steel shelving is strong enough to endure regular 
loading and unloading by forklifts and automated picking 
equipment, which may damage other shelving systems. 
It’s also inherently resistant to temperature extremes, 
although you should opt for corrosion-resistant finishes 
to ensure that humidity doesn’t cause rust or oxidation. 
Many steel shelving units are powder-coated, which 
protects the surface against moisture.

• Strength
Steel shelving offers increased storage capacity relative 

to other shelving types. Heavier, larger items, such as 
machine parts, tools and dies, and bar stock are no 
challenge for this system. However, the downside of 
shelving that while it can support huge loads, it is also 
cumbersome. This is especially true of its closed variant.

• Versatility
Clip shelving allows you to customize your shelving 

space to suit your warehousing needs, from installing 
drawers and cabinets to different kinds of dividers. This 
allows you to tailor the shelving unit to your specific 
inventory requirements. If you need to increase the 
unit’s weight capacity, you can add cross-bracing or 
other supports as needed.

• Product Visibility
Metal shelving, particularly the open variety, increases 

product visibility for order pickers and forklift operators, 
allowing your warehouse or factory staff to see what 
they need when they need it. As your personnel can 
retrieve stock from all four sides, it also increases access.

• Safe Product Storage
Steel shelving can protect delicate items, such as 

consumer electronics or instruments, from being 
damaged. This provides a much safer alternative 
to storage bins or placing the stock directly on the 
warehouse floor.

OTHER TYPES OF SHELVING
Several shelving systems have emerged in the search for the 
most economical storage solutions, all with their unique 
advantages and disadvantages. These include:
• Wire Shelving

www.workplacepub.com June 2021 9
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Make working at Make working at 
height safe with an height safe with an 
Exosphere SystemExosphere System

- 100% tied off from the ground up 
- No tripping hazard

- Eliminate risk installing fall protection
- Set up time 2-10 minutes

- Rescue capabilities
- Faster productivity

- Up to 4 users
- Larger safe working area

Scan the QR Code for videos 
and more information or visit 

our website!

Toll Free: 1-877-422-6053
www.tuffbuiltproducts.com

Manufactured by:



Composed of a wire mesh, wire shelving is a lightweight 
option for relatively small items. Not appropriate for 
heavy stock, wire shelving allows for air circulation, 
which can be useful for cold storage in supermarkets, 
restaurants and food manufacturing plants. It’s also easy 
to clean and is customizable. As it is lightweight and 
can be mounted on casters, wire shelving is available in 
either stationary or mobile configurations.

• Rivet Shelving
This type uses rivets that lock into teardrop holes 

in upright posts to provide support for inventory. 
Single  rivet shelving  is suitable for commercial 
applications where the expected load does not exceed 
300lbs. For industrial and warehouse applications, 
where the expected load is greater, double-rivet shelving 
is the preferred option, substituting thicker shelves and 
twice the structural support.

SHOULD YOU USE OPEN OR CLOSED SHELVING?
Metal shelving units are available in either an open or 
closed configuration. Open shelving has no rear or side 
panels. This provides a general-purpose storage solution, 
allowing for easy stocking and retrieval of inventory. It’s 
also useful for visual confirmation of the shelves’ contents, 
increasing access to order pickers.

Closed shelving uses rear and side panels, which provide 
a combination of increased security and durability. Aside 
from protecting stock from damage, it also minimizes the 
accumulation of dust and moisture. However, closed shelv-
ing is more expensive and may not comply with building or 
fire codes. Check with your local and OSHA safety codes 
for information about the shelving type permitted in your 
facility. WMHS

This article first appeared on the Shelving + Rack 
Systems, Inc. website. https://www.srs-i.com/

Shelving + Rack Systems, Inc. prides itself on providing 
warehouse managers with storage and material handling 
solutions that fit their specific requirements. Call (855) 456-
9229 for more information about its range of industrial steel 
shelves. Or schedule a free consultation and quote to discuss 
the best options for maximizing storage space.
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www.elliottmachine.com | 800-299-0412

Manufacturing Industrial
Service Products since 1948

A simple, cost effective 
product to keep stored 
material out of rack 
transverse flue spaces 
•  Provides 3" clearance between 
   rack and stored material 
•  Original FlueKeeper® for hand 
   loaded rack, FlueKeeper® HD for 
   full pallet loads and FlueKeeper® 
   HD-S for structural steel rack 
•  Satisfies insurance guidelines and 
   local building inspector criteria 
   (may be required by International 
   Fire Code®) 
•  Allows your sprinkler system 
   to function as designed 
•  Easy to install 

KEEPS FLUE 
SPACES OPEN

800-909-4937   /   dacsinc.com 
Also from DACS: Punch Deck® & Punch Deck® Plus, Fire Barriers, Mezzanine Deck 
Proven Solutions - One Source         dswanson@dacsinc.comDACSinc.

Learn all about  
FlueKeeper - watch 

our  video now!
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Features include:Features include:
• Spacious Operator Compartment• Spacious Operator Compartment

• All-electric Braking System• All-electric Braking System
with Regen Motor Brakingwith Regen Motor Braking

• Reduced-height Overhead Guard• Reduced-height Overhead Guard
• Industry Leading Initial Step Height• Industry Leading Initial Step Height
• Great Right-angle Stacking Ability• Great Right-angle Stacking Ability
• Only OEM with 5,000 lb. Capacity• Only OEM with 5,000 lb. Capacity

Electric Three-wheelElectric Three-wheel
• Tall and Short Battery Compartment• Tall and Short Battery Compartment

Coming soon!Coming soon!  
The all-new The all-new CLARK CLARK S-SERIES S-SERIES 

Electric Three-wheel!Electric Three-wheel!

For more information, visit For more information, visit 
www.clarkmhc.com/wmh2021     www.clarkmhc.com/wmh2021     

Follow us @Follow us @
clarkmhcnaclarkmhcna

CLARK® and S-SERIES®  and the “Hot Yellow Green” also known CLARK® and S-SERIES®  and the “Hot Yellow Green” also known 
as “CLARK Green” are trademarks registered in the U.S Patent and as “CLARK Green” are trademarks registered in the U.S Patent and 

Trademark Office. Trademark Office. 
©2021 CLARK Material Handling Company©2021 CLARK Material Handling Company

®



The definition of pedestrian from the dictionary is “some-
body who is traveling on foot, especially in an area also 
used by vehicles.” Basically, anyone that is not riding on 
something is considered a pedestrian, so that is pretty 
simple. As I see it, there are two types of pedestrians:

• Type 1: “The local pedestrian”
These are pedestrians who regularly work in an 

environment around forklifts. In fact, many of them 
may also be forklift operators at times. These people 
either know, or should know, about the many dangers of 
working around equipment weighing in at over 10,000lbs 
with relatively low visibility. The basic solution to keep 
this group safe is educating them on the 
dangers of forklifts, which includes 
enforcing the rules for staying alert and 
keeping a safe distance from forklifts. That 
may be over simplifying the solution a bit, 
but this is not the group I am focusing on 
for the purpose of this article.

• Type 2: “The visiting pedestrian”
This group does not work at your 

location and they may not be very 
educated on forklift safety. They may 
also not be very concerned about any of 
the dangers your facility might present 
to them for various reasons. How about 
the semi-truck drivers that bring loads to 
your location; do they ever roam away 
from their truck and risk getting hit by a 
forklift? Could a local kid find their way 
onto your property and injure themselves? 
Are there areas the general public might 
visit that expose them to your equipment 
(delivery people, salespeople, customers, 
etc.)? It is important to look around your facility and 
to identify potential problem areas before bad things 
happen; after the accident or injury happens is too late. 

In the U.S., OSHA has noted several ways you can deal 
with dangerous situations. You can train people to work 

around a danger, you can guard the danger, or you can 
engineer a solution that removes the danger. 

Here are some suggestions for reducing the potential for 
injury to visiting pedestrians.

 1. Warn them. Make sure you have warning signs; the 
more universal symbols, which do not require reading 
skills, the better. These signs should direct all visitors 
to the front office, shipping office or other appropriate 
safe area and should prohibit any unauthorized 
persons. The signs should also mention the danger of 
heavy equipment in use.

 2. Control them. It is not a problem to allow visitors 
to access the front office, but keep the rest of your 
facility locked up. Side doors, dock doors, back doors, 
etc. should be locked at all times. Just to clarify, this 
is to keep people from coming in without permission; 
doors must not stop a person inside from exiting in 

Protecting Visiting Pedestrians 
from Forklifts

By: Brian Colburn, Contributor

Having visitors wear high-visibility safety vests makes them stand out from  
their surroundings.

© Jon Le-B
on - stock.adobe.com

© hit1912 - stock.adobe.com
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an emergency like a fire. If a salesperson walks in the 
back door and gets struck by a forklift, don’t think just 
because you didn’t invite him in that you can’t be sued 
for his injury if the door was wide open or unlocked 
and unmarked. One area of particular concern is the 
loading dock. If truck drivers can walk right in and go 
all over the place on the docks, that is a major safety 
risk. Consider building a special room where the truck 
drivers can enter your building and pick up a phone for 
help, but not access the entire dock area. We work with 
several companies which have done this and it’s made 
a big impact on safety in those areas. Truck drivers 
then have a view of the unloading process and a place 
to hang out without being exposed to forklift traffic.

 3.  Equip them. Make sure “visiting” pedestrians have all 
the personal protective equipment that your workers in 
the same area are using. If you require safety glasses in 
your back lot, but don’t require them of truck drivers 
making deliveries in the back lot, then you run the 
risk of exposing them to danger and your company 
to liability. You may want to require them to wear a 
bright orange or yellow safety vest when anywhere 
near your forklifts; this makes it easier to pick them 
out from the surroundings and is becoming a more 
popular trend in many facilities.

 4. Stay with them. Don’t leave visitors unattended no 
matter who they are. Make sure someone from your 
company is with them from the start to the completion 
of their visit. This way you can look out for them, 
make sure they don’t get into the way of your forklifts 
or other dangerous equipment. If this is not practical, 
with people like embedded contractors, then you will 
need to train them to the standards of your “local” 
pedestrians so they understand and can deal with the 
potential dangers. WMHS

Brian Colburn is with Forklift Training Systems, a leader 
in forklift safety training and forklift safety products. They 
can be reached at info@forklifttrainingsystem.com or 614-
583-5749 or on the web at www.forklifttrainingsystems.com.
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Stay On Top of What’s New with 
Industry-Specific Ebooks! 

WMHS has published several informa-
tive ebooks chock-full of current, useful 
information on Construction Safety and 
Arc Flash Protection. 

www.workplacepub.com/ebooks



Workplace injuries are all too common in warehouses, and 
battery maintenance for material handling equipment is a 
typical culprit. The ongoing maintenance required to keep 
flooded lead-acid batteries running presents a danger to 
the workers tasked with charging, watering and changing 
batteries. 

Batteries come in power equipment on construction sites, 
in tractors, trucks and automobiles, and most of them 
contain hazardous substances like lead and sulfuric acid. 
Unless workers who maintain, recharge and operate bat-
teries know the risks and how to mitigate them, they can 
suffer severe workplace injuries. Repetitive use injuries, 
such as sprains and strains are common, but unfortunately 
the highly corrosive electrolytes in batteries can cause 
respiratory irritation, eye damage, skin irritation and it 
can even erode tooth enamel. The sheer size of material 
handling batteries means that crush injuries also occur 
during battery changes. New Li-ion batteries eliminate 
most of these issues because they are self-contained and 

maintenance free. Iron phosphate, a subset of Li-ion 
is the safest chemistry available, and its long cycle life 
means that it will last the lifetime of the truck.

THE RISKS OF LEAD-ACID BATTERIES 
The charging of lead-acid batteries is hazardous, but many 
workers may not remember this as the activity is so rou-
tine. The three most common risks are from hydrogen gas 
formed when the battery is being charged, the sulfuric acid 
in the battery fluid- with exposure from spills and leaks, 
and physical injuries from the batteries’ weight. The cor-
rosive electrolyte material is shown in this first image of a 
damaged lead-acid battery. This is an overview of the risky 
maintenance for lead-acid batteries:
• The fluid level is extremely important and a safe 

level requires regular watering. Overwatering 
and underwatering can both damage the battery. 
If too much water was added before charging, 
the electrolyte levels will expand and cause the 
battery to overflow and damage the battery. 

Creating a Safer Workplace with Iron 
Phosphate Li-ion Batteries 
By: Robin Schneider, PhD, Contributor
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Stay Informed on What 
Matters to Your Business!

For informative industry  
videos, visit WMHS’s  
extensive video library:   
www.workplacepub.com/
category/videos

June Sale - 5% discount on any

new order placed in June

 

USE PROMO CODE: WPS621

Max discount $500, offer good from 6/1 thru 6/30/2021

Must mention Promo Code: WPS621 to receive discount



• Conventional 
batteries contain a 
liquid “electrolyte” 
which is a mixture 
of sulfuric acid and 
water. The plates 

in a lead battery 
contain an active 

material that should be 
continuously bathed in 

electrolytes while oxygen 
and hydrogen gas are 

released during charging.
• When batteries are being recharged, they 

generate hydrogen gas that is explosive in certain 
concentrations in air, so the ventilation system must 
provide enough fresh air to prevent an explosion.

• The electrical voltage created by batteries can 
ignite flammable materials and cause severe burns. 
Workers have been injured and killed when loose 
or sparking battery connections ignited gasoline 
and solvent fumes during vehicle maintenance.

• Wear personal protection equipment such as 
protective eyewear and gloves when working 
on batteries. To avoid splashing acid, personal 

protective equipment such as chemical splash 
goggles and a face shield must be worn. 

• First aid facilities, eye wash stations and 
emergency showers are necessary to reduce 
the severity of accidental contacts.

LI-ION BATTERIES GROWING MORE COMMON
Li-ion batteries are becoming more and more common 
because of their long cycle life and short charge times, 
but they also greatly reduce the risk to the workforce 
when they are implemented in a warehouse environment. 
Li-ion batteries are made up of cells, just like lead-acid 
batteries. The cells have an anode and a cathode with 
a separator and electrolyte in between. Unlike flooded 
lead-acid cells, the li-ion cells are sealed and have many 
safety factors designed in them. The cathode material is the 
main determining factor in the cell’s performance. In the 
battery power market today, there is a myriad of available 
battery cathode chemistries to choose from. It is a critical 
decision which not only impacts how well the product will 
operate but also how safely it can operate. Factors such as 
how much power is required, the time required to charge, 
operating temperatures, operating environment, packaging 
dimensions and weight are all examples of key parameters 
that must be considered. 

Iron phosphate cells. Image courtesy of Green Cubes Technology.
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While higher energy li-ion chemistries are available, 
Lithium iron phosphate (LFP) is safest with the longest 
cycle life due to its stable chemical make-up. A demon-
stration of how much more stable the LFP chemistry is 
compared to the high energy Lithium Cobalt Oxide (LCO), 
used in consumer electronics, is to compare the thermal 
runaway temperatures- the high temperatures at which 
the chemistries begin to become unstable and volatile. LCO 
has a much lower thermal runaway temperature of 150°C 
(302°F) compared to LFP’s thermal runaway temperature 
of 270°C (518°F). This large difference shows LFP to be 
the much safer of the two lithium chemistries.

The physical construction of the cell also affects its safety. 
All lithium batteries contain a critical component called 
the separator, which is placed in between the anode and 
cathode layers in the electrode. The separator limits the 
chemical reaction of the electrode and helps to prevent 
thermal runaways by closing its porous structure at high 
temperatures. The safest Li-ion cells incorporate ceramic 
separators. The ceramic material is resilient at high tem-
peratures and helps prevent the breakdown of the separator 
that occurs during a thermal runaway event.

The electronics of the Li-ion battery also provide protection 
against safety events, with incorporated fuses and protec-
tion against over-charge, over-discharge and high and low 
temperature charging. These battery “smarts,” combined 
with the long cycle life and short charge time seamlessly 
integrate with the material handling equipment. The fact 
that the battery is virtually maintenance free over the life-
time of the truck, eliminates the possibility for user error 
and greatly reduces the risks in the workplace. WMHS

Robin Schneider, PhD, is Director of Marketing at Green 
Cubes Technology Corporation, a leader in the development 
and manufacturing of reliable lithium power systems that 
enable OEM and enterprise customers to transition from lead 
acid and internal combustion engine (ICE) power to Lithium-
ion battery power (www.GreenCubesTech.com).

A lead battery acid leak. Image courtesy of Green Cubes Technology.
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Material handling tires are a subject where most everyone 
reading may have an opinion. For something so basic, is 
it really that simple? Or is there more to tires than just 
being black (sometimes white), round and being able to 
roll? What size and compound are required? Smooth or 

traction? The fact is, these are some of the questions you 
should be asking before deciding which tires to purchase. 

When one of my customers is looking to replace tires, I ask 
if they purchase the least expensive tire for their family car 
or SUV. In most cases the answer is no. Why? Everyone 
wants to ensure the safety of what is most important to 
them – their family.

When purchasing tires for personal use, I give the example 
of walking into an auto center or tire chain and looking at 
the “wall of tires”. Not surprisingly, the 25,000-mile tire is 
always cheaper in price than the 80,000-mile tire which is 
being promoted as offering increased tread mileage, energy 
savings and enhanced traction, among other benefits. It is 
usually impossible to merely look at tires on the rack and 
be able to compare performance between them. In many 
cases the 25,000-mile tire may look as good as or better 
than the 80,000-mile tire, when in fact, it’s just the oppo-
site. The low price is reflected in the decreased lifetime of 
the product. In the material handling world, we refer to 
this concept as “The Lowest Overall Cost of Ownership,” 

Material Handling Tires and Safety
By: Philip J. Lannon, Contributor

Im
age courtesy of C

ontinental
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which considers not just the purchase price, but the life-
time cost of the product.

With forklifts today exceeding $30,000 for a typical 5,000 
lb. LPG, and more for a similar sized electric, they are a 
major expense. Yet forklifts are essential for the production 
and movement of goods in most industries. The tires they 
run on can be considered one of the fastest wearing parts, 
but also one of the most valuable parts on the forklift. 

Why? There are no shock absorbers on forklifts, so tires 
play an extremely valuable role in protecting the most 
valuable assets – the driver, the materials being transported 
and that $30,000 forklift we spoke about. 

Material handling tires come in varied sizes, heights and 
widths. Most can be categorized in the following: press 
on band (rubber press-on-solid), pneumatic (radial and 
cross-ply) and super elastic/resilient tires (pneumat-
ic-shaped solid).

Press on band tires comprise the most unit sales and are 
used on the Industrial Truck Association classes of 1 - 4:
• Class 1: Electric Motor Rider Trucks
• Class 2: Electric Motor Narrow Aisle Trucks
• Class 3: Electric Motor Hand or Hand-Rider Trucks
• Class 4: Internal Combustion Engine 

Trucks – Cushion Tires

Pneumatic and super elastic tires are used on:
• Class 5: Internal Combustion Engine 

Trucks – Pneumatic Tires

Ensuring proper inflation is the most critical factor pro-
viding enhanced performance in pneumatic tires. If air 
pressure is critical for our passenger vehicles, it is really 
important for forklifts. Considering that a 5,000 lb.- 
capacity forklift weighs between 7,500 lbs. and 10,000 lbs., 
proper inflation is extremely critical.

The penny test is often used on passenger vehicle tires 
to determine if the tread is worn down to recommended 
replacement depth. Image courtesy of Continental.
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If everyone has an opinion on what passenger or SUV tires 
they should purchase, there are many more opinions on 
when tires should be replaced. How many remember the 
penny test?  

The penny test is one of the time-honored ways to deter-
mine tread depth for a passenger vehicle. If a person puts 
a penny in a vehicle’s tread with Lincoln’s head down, 
ideally the head would be completely covered. If Lincoln’s 
head is starting to show, or the tire is to the bottom of 
the head, then it is time for new tires because the tread is 
probably at 2/32nds of an inch – recommended replace-
ment tread depth. 

REPLACING TIRES
What about replacing material handling tires?

To maintain the load capacity, shock absorption and safety 
factor designed into press on band tires, industry standards 
recommend that tires be replaced when approximately 
33% of the available tread rubber is gone. Unfortunately, a 
penny test will not work on a solid tire! The rule of thumb 
for a traction tire is when the lug pattern is worn smooth, 
and for a smooth tire when the diameter has worn to the 
sidewall size markings. 

If not replaced to the recommended diameter the following 
lift truck parts are at greater risk of repair:

• Steer axle components such as the bearings, 
bushings, tire rod ends, king pins and spindles. 

• Drive axle components such as the cylinder, 
forks, mast upright and lower mast rollers.

Lower ground clearance can also create dock and floor 
damage, while increasing vibration causing driver fatigue 
and lowered productivity.

Super elastic tires provide a RTD, Remaining Tread Depth, 
indicator also known as the 60 joule indicator which illus-
trates the maximum limit for wear and regrooving. If not 
replaced at this diameter, the same issues can occur as 
stated in the press on band replacement recommendations. 

Pneumatic tires should  be  replaced  whenever there 
is tire wear or damage that reaches the cords or casing. 
Forklift tires are inflated up to 145 psi and when they 
blow, it can do serious harm. There is not one absolute for 
pneumatic tire replacement, some tires may appear to have 
plenty of tread at the shoulder but are worn in the center 
of the tread, still others have plenty of tread depth but 
have tread or sidewall damage which causes replacement. 

Now that you know some of the ins and outs of material 
handling tires, find the best tire that meets your opera-
tion’s needs and replace in a timely manner before you 
experience unplanned downtime. Tires can offer the best 
in longevity, ride, rolling resistance, load capacity, stabil-
ity or any combination of these. When replacing material 
handling tires, price is not the only question that should be 
asked. Bottom line – as with most things in life, so it is with 
material handling tires – you get what you pay for. WMHS

Philip J. Lannon is a Sales and Training Manager for 
Continental Tire the Americas – Commercial Specialty Tires. 
Lannon is a 40-year veteran of the specialty tire industry, 
having worked in aftermarket sales, marketing and training 
for several major tire manufacturers. Continental develops 
pioneering technologies and services for sustainable and 
connected mobility of people and their goods through safe, 
intelligent and affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, 
traffic and transportation (www.continental-specialty.com).
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Soft tissue injuries, or musculoskeletal disorders, are one 
of the leading causes of disabling injuries in the construc-
tion industry1. To help prevent these injuries, CPWR–The 
Center for Construction Research and Training developed 
a free program called Best Built Plans (www.bestbuiltplans.

org), which was intro-
duced in the previous 
version of this eBook, 
Keeping Your Workers 
Safe in Construction. 
This program includes 
tools and resources for 
contractors and work-
ers to support planning 
for safer manual mate-
rials handling at every 
stage of a construction 
project, while also 
staying productive and 
profitable. 

1   2019 Liberty Mutual Workplace Safety Index.

Building on these resources, CPWR, in collaboration with 
researchers from Washington University in St. Louis, the 
United Association of Journeymen and Apprentices of the 
Plumbing and Pipe Fitting Industry, and the Mechanical 
Contractors Association of America, released the first 
module in its two-part Best Built Plans—Comprehensive 
Ergonomics Training Program. This training program 
incorporates the resources from the Best Built Plans pro-
gram and makes the important connection between how 
preventing injuries and pain can also reduce the need 
for pain medication and the risk of developing an opioid 
use disorder. 

The first module in this program is designed to provide 
instructors with the information needed to raise construc-
tion workers’ awareness of soft tissue injuries and ways to 
prevent them, including safe lifting practices and proper 
body mechanics. It includes both classroom and hands-on 
components and materials to use with each. The second 
module in this program, which will be available soon, 
includes information on the hazards and solutions, as well 

Ergonomics Training Program Focuses on Preventing  
Soft Tissue Injuries in Construction Workers
By: Grace Barlet, CPWR, and  Eileen Betit, CPWR, Contributors
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as information to help contractors integrate ergonomics 
into their company’s safety program.   

THE WORKER-FOCUSED MODULE
The worker-focused training module consists of four parts 
to provide instructors with the flexibility to tailor the pro-
gram for the time, space and resources available: 

• Part 1 is divided into two presentations, Parts 1-A 
and 1-B. Part 1-A introduces workers to the causes 
of soft tissue injuries and proper lifting practices 
to use to reduce the risk of injuries from handling 
materials on the job site. Part 1-B addresses the 
value of selected stretching exercises; provides basic 
information about the connection between soft 
tissue injuries and the risk for opioid dependence; 
and reviews the Best Built Plans resources, which 
are designed to reinforce what was learned. 

• Part 2 includes a series of five short, hands-on 
exercises designed to reinforce and apply 
lessons learned in Part 1-A about safe lifting 
practices and proper body mechanics.  

• Part 3 covers the Best Built Plans interactive training 
resources (available for use on a PC or as an app for 
a tablet or smartphone) and the smartphone games. 
These resources can be used to introduce trainees 
to, or reinforce the importance of, planning for how 
materials will be lifted and moved and using safe 
lifting practices (including equipment and team lifts).

• Part 4 is intended to be used with a more advanced 
class or as a refresher for workers who have 
already received the basic ergonomics training.

The instructor guide includes notes for each slide in 
the PowerPoint presentations, instructions and signage 
for hands-on exercises, suggested handouts and mate-
rials needed to conduct each part of the program. The 
PowerPoint slides also contain the notes that go with each 
slide. Users  can substitute trade-specific photos for the 
ones used in the presentations and in the materials used 
in the hands-on exercises. 

The Best Built Plans—Comprehensive Ergonomics Training 
Program for Workers is available online for free at: https://
www.cpwr.com/research/research-practice-library/
construction-ergonomic-research-solutions. The contrac-
tor-focused module will also be available soon on this 
website. WMHS

For more information about the Best Built Plans—
Comprehensive Ergonomics Training Program, please 
contact Eileen Betit, Director of Research to Practice, 
or Grace Barlet, Research Assistant at CPWR–The 
Center for Construction Research and Training  
(ebetit@cpwr.com or gbarlet@cpwr.com).
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Among the National Safety Council’s (NSC) topics for 
National Safety Week is one that refers to the importance 
of feeling psychologically safe on the job as well as physi-
cally safe. Harassment, bullying and retaliation on the part 
of co-workers, supervisors or management are not only 
detrimental to a worker’s psychological well-being, they’re 
also illegal. Nonetheless, those behaviors are prevalent in 
many U.S. workplaces.

Bullying is a form of aggression, actions 
or comments that can psychologically 
or ‘mentally’ hurt or isolate a person by 
causing them to feel offended, degraded or 
humiliated. Repeated incidents or a pattern 
of behavior - rather than an isolated inci-
dent - constitute bullying.

Harassment is defined by the U.S. Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission 
(EEOC) as “unwelcome conduct that is 
based on race, color, religion, sex (includ-
ing pregnancy), national origin, age (40 
or older), disability or genetic informa-
tion.”1 Harassment rises to the level of a 
regulatory violation when enduring it is 
a condition of continued employment, or 
when it is so severe and pervasive that it 
creates an intimidating, hostile or abusive 
work environment. “Severe” and “perva-
sive” are subjective terms. Unless they’re 
very serious, isolated or minor incidents 
aren’t harassment. Offensive jokes, racial slurs, intim-
idation, threats and ridicule are among the behaviors 
considered harassment by the EEOC.

Retaliation – as defined by OSHA - is “when an employer 
(through a manager, supervisor or administrator) takes an 
adverse action against an employee because the employee 
engaged in protected activity, such as raising a concern 
about a workplace condition or activity that could have 

1 www.eeoc.gov/harassment
2  www.osha.gov/sites/default/files/publications/OSHA3905.pdf

an adverse impact on the safety, health or well-being.”2 
Retaliation can take the form of a worker being fired, 
demoted, threatened, losing out on overtime or a deserved 
promotion, having hours or pay reduced or being ostracized 
or mocked. An employer may also make conditions for the 
worker so intolerable that he or she quits or the employer 
may interfere with their ability to get work elsewhere.

Let’s take a look at what happens when companies fail 
to address harassment and bullying or, worse, engage in 
retaliation against employees.

MENTAL HEALTH EFFECTS
Being exposed regularly to a negative environment at work 
can cause a host of mental health problems or exacerbate 
existing ones. People who are the targets of this kind 
of behavior may suffer from insomnia, loss of appetite, 

Psychological Safety in the Workplace
By: Maureen Paraventi

Harassment and bullying on the part of co-workers, supervisors or management 
are not only detrimental to a worker’s psychological well-being, they’re also illegal.

© dusanpetkovic1 - stock.adobe.com

June is National Safety Month, an observance begun in 1996 as a way of decreasing the number of 
preventable injuries and deaths in the U.S. by raising awareness of the health and safety risks that cause 
them. Our special National Safety Month section focuses on the workplace and includes articles that align 
with the four topics identified by the National Safety Council (preventing incidents, addressing ongoing 
COVID-19 safety concerns, feeling psychologically safe on the job and advancing your safety journey) 
as well as a guide to dealing with OSHA, which is expected to step up enforcement efforts under the 
Biden administration. WMHS hopes the information in this section helps you in making every month a 
safe month at your company.
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anxiety, panic attacks and problems concentrating. They 
are likely to take their stress home, where it can affect 
family dynamics.

These mental health issues result in very real costs to 
employers because they affect productivity, absenteeism 
and staff retention. Costs associated with employee assis-
tance programs (EAPs), recruitment, and retaining trained 
and experienced personnel increase. Poor morale can affect 
every part of the organization, including customer service, 
where it has the potential to damage the corporate image, 
alienate customers and reduce profits.

Conversely, promoting a psychologically safe workplace can 
yield benefits, like greater productivity and talent retention. 
If these aren’t compelling enough reasons to take action 
against bad behavior, consider this: both harassment and 
retaliation are specifically prohibited by federal regulations, 
harassment by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the 
Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, (ADEA), 
and the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, (ADA) 
and retaliation by more than 20 whistleblower statutes 
covering many different industries. Additionally, employ-
ers who are aware of harassment and don’t take corrective 
action can find themselves facing hefty lawsuits based on 

the negative effects that harassment has on employees who 
are on the receiving end of it.

HOW TO FOSTER A PSYCHOLOGICALLY 
SAFE WORKPLACE
Communicating to the workforce that bullying or harass-
ment will not be tolerated is important, but so is making 
sure that everyone understands what those things are and 
what to do if they occur. Prevention and policies are the 
best tools to use to prevent a workplace from turning toxic.

• Hold informational sessions to clarify what is 
and is not acceptable workplace behavior.

• Encourage employees to act respectfully toward 
each other (and ensure that managers and 
supervisors model that behavior as well).

• Encourage employees to tell the harasser that 
the conduct is unwelcome and must stop.

• Implement a workplace policy that includes 
a confidential reporting system. Act on 
those reports as soon as possible, in order 
to prevent a situation from escalating.

• Train supervisors and managers in how to deal 
with complaints and potential situations.

National Safety Month offers an excellent reminder that 
workplace safety should include psychological as well as 
physical safety. WMHS
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Employers trying to avoid costly OSHA citations 
are facing new challenges in the form of height-
ened enforcement activity and greater liability 
for workplace COVID infections. To lessen their 
exposure, businesses are retooling their operating 
environments to ensure compliance with state and 
federal mandates.

“I think you’re going to see much more aggressive 
OSHA enforcement under the Biden administra-
tion,” said former OSHA head Edwin G. Foulke, 
Jr., now a partner in the Atlanta office of Fisher & 
Phillips. He views a recent presidential executive 
order, “Protecting Worker Health and Safety” as a 
leading indicator of a more robust regulatory fervor.

The new federal posture may include a larger 
OSHA oversight staff. “The Biden administration 
said it wants to double the number of inspectors,” 
said William K. Principe, partner in the Atlanta office of 
Constangy, Brooks, Smith & Prophete (constangy.com). 

“While we don’t know if they will hire that many, it’s 
reasonable to assume there will be some increase. During 
the last administration vacancies weren’t always filled, 
so OSHA ended up being below the number of federal 
inspectors that had existed for a very long time.”

More inspectors mean more boots on the ground. OSHA 
observers expect an increase in the rate of inspections, 
along with more citations and higher penalties. And all 
this comes at a time when COVID is raising troublesome 
issues of its own. “The pandemic, with its greater safety 

requirements, has increased the risk of OSHA violations,” 
said Gary Heppner, a California-based independent OSHA 
safety advisor. He added that inspectors will be looking 
closely at how businesses are spacing personnel, mandating 
masks and cleaning the work environment. 

CONSTRUCTION TARGETED
OSHA is expected to pay increasing attention to building 
sites. “Construction falls are among the most frequent 
causes of workplace injuries or fatalities,” said Mark D. 
Norton, Director of Norton Safety Services, Tucson, AZ. 
“Because of that, OSHA tends to focus inspection activity 
on that area.”

Dealing with OSHA:  
More Inspections, Greater Citations Ahead
By: Phillip M. Perry, Contributor

DETERMINE YOUR OSHA READINESS

How well have you secured your 
workplace against the risk of acci-
dents and COVID infections? Find 
out by taking this quiz. Score 10 
points for each step taken. Then total 
your score and check your rating.

 1. Conducted a workplace 
risk assessment

 2. Implemented measures 
to control risks

 3. Developed a written accident 
and infection prevention plan

 4. Assigned a COVID-19 
mitigation plan coordinator

 5. Trained employees on the plan 
and on preventive measures

 6. Enforced the use of 
face coverings

 7. Implemented temperatures/
symptoms screening

 8. Implemented 
cleaning protocols

 9. Coordinated use of breaks 
and lunchrooms

 10. Ensured the enforcement 
of sick leave policies

What’s your score? 80 or more: 
Congratulations. You have gone a 
long way toward making your busi-
ness environment safer for your 
employees. Between 60 and 80: It’s 
time to fine tune your prevention 
procedures. Below 60: Your business 
is at risk. Take action on the sugges-
tions in the accompanying story.

Source: Constangy, Brooks, Smith & 
Prophete.

Taking a proactive approach to interactions with OSHA can prevent 
costly citations down the road.

© pornchai - stock.adobe.com
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Observers cite an influx of new workers as a key reason 
for the spike in accidents. “In the economic downturn 
of 2007 and 2008, many employees left the construction 
industry,” said Norton. “When the economy rebounded, 
people were hired without the same level of experience 
and knowledge. Less trained workers and an increasing 
demand for construction is a recipe for more accidents.”

OSHA is also taking greater interest in machine shops, 
another environment with high accident rates, according 
to Heppner. Here COVID is having an effect: Workers, 
long required to wear safety glasses while using drill 
presses or hand drills, are now expected to add face shields 
and maintain appropriate distances from others. That can 
be difficult in restricted environments where people are 
working in close quarters. Any resulting laxity in safety 
considerations can spark illnesses and OSHA citations.

OSHA MANDATES
Most employers want their workers to be safe and healthy. 
And given the higher OSHA profile, businesses will be 
making a special effort to meet state and federal standards. 
That means conforming to the “General Duty Clause” of 
the Occupational Safety and Health Act, requiring work-
places “free from recognized hazards that are causing 
or are likely to cause death or serious physical harm to 
employees.” 

While the imprecise nature of the general duty clause 
allows leeway for employers to account for varying local 
conditions, it also leaves plenty of room for inspectors to 
find unexpected violations. The lack of specific guidelines 
prompted OSHA to issue a comprehensive guidance doc-
ument earlier this year. “Protecting Workers: Guidance 
on Mitigating and Preventing the Spread of COVID-19 in 
the Workplace” lists steps employers can take to reduce 
potential spread. (Businesses can access the document at 
osha.gov/coronavirus).

Although the new guidelines are advisory in nature, OSHA 
observers expect specific regulations soon. “OSHA will 
likely issue an emergency temporary standard for work-
places,” said Foulke. This standard will carry the force of 
law and employers will be fined for non-compliance with 
its terms. 

How strict will the regulations be? That is still to be seen. 
“The emergency temporary standard is not expected to be 
as employer averse as the OSHA regulations in California, 
but will likely resemble the Virginia standard, which fol-
lows CDC guidance,” said Foulke. Employers will likely 
be required to conduct workplace risk assessments and 
maintain written COVID-related action plans to include 
social distancing, masks, sanitation and training. 

“One thing I think you’re going to see during the Biden 
administration is a focus on musculoskeletal disorders 
(ergonomics, repetitive motions, lifting) and combustible 

dust,” added Foulke. “Also, I think sometime this year 
OSHA will go back to requiring that 250-plus employers 
in certain industries file not only 300A Summaries but also 
the 300 logs and the First Report of Injury forms.”

Employer organizations will likely litigate onerous OSHA 
rules. “Trade associations have been successful in the past 
in getting injunctions against OSHA regulations deemed 
outside the agency’s jurisdiction or overly burdensome,” 
noted Douglas E. Witte, who represents businesses in labor 
and employment law matters at Madison, Wisc., -based 
Boardman & Clark. “Sometimes the regulations are mod-
ified, or simply delayed for a year or longer.”

WORK-RELATED ILLNESS
If an employee comes down with COVID and misses work 
time or goes to the hospital, is the illness recordable as work 

CONTROLLING THE OSHA INSPECTION

While OSHA has the right to conduct inspections 
of business premises, employers need to know and 
exert their own rights. “Just because a person has a 
government badge, that doesn’t mean they get to do 
whatever they want,” said former OSHA head Edwin 
G. Foulke, Jr., now a partner in the Atlanta office of 
Fisher & Phillips. 

During an opening conference with inspectors, 
Foulke suggests employers set out guidelines such as 
the following:
• At least one management person 

needs to be present when OSHA 
inspectors visit the work site. 

• One other management level person 
must be present when OSHA inspectors 
interview any supervisor or manager.

• The employer must be allowed to bring 
in their own industrial hygienist, as 
well as be present if OSHA does any 
kind of monitoring of air or noise.

During their inspections, OSHA representatives will 
look for the following evidence of violations:
 1. There was a hazardous condition
 2. The hazard was recognized
 3. The hazard was causing or likely to 

cause death or serious physical harm
 4. There was a feasible method 

to correct the hazard.

Finally, businesses should treat OSHA inspectors 
with respect while not offering more data than the 
law requires. “Some employers think that if they tell 
OSHA everything they know and they give every doc-
ument they have, that somehow that’s going to make 
things better,” said Foulke. “It never does.”
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related? The answer is often less than clear. “Up until now, 
OSHA has not been pushing too hard on employers who 
claim COVID-19 infections occurred outside the work-
place,” said Witte. Employers have been operating under 
fairly liberal standards, thanks to OSHA guidance issued 
in the spring of 2020 that allowed COVID illnesses to be 
categorized as not work related if an “alternative explana-
tion” could account for the infections.

Unfortunately, the term “alternative explanation” is 
vague, and OSHA does not provide examples. “The guid-
ance is being interpreted, by some, as indicating that if 
the employer can point to some exposure away from the 
workplace, then the case can be deemed not work-related,” 
said Principe. Others are even taking the position that 
because COVID is being spread everywhere an infection 
is not work-related unless the employee has continually 
commuted in their own car, stayed in their own house, and 
not gone to a grocery store or interacted with the public 
in any way. 

That kind of liberal interpretation, though, skirts the edge 
of justice. “I think you need more concrete evidence that 
the employee was exposed to an infected person away 
from work,” cautioned Principe. “Perhaps their spouse, 
children or people they socialized with have COVID, or 
perhaps they attended a super-spreader event.” Faulty 
categorizations can be costly. “OSHA issues citations to 
employers who fail to properly record or report cases,” 
said Principe. “The agency is often tipped off by whistle 
blowers, or they get word of infections through hospitals 
or public health departments.” Penalties for serious viola-
tions start at $13,653, although the amount is sometimes 
reduced in the event of a good faith history. Citations for 
willful or repeated issues start at $136,532.

How well have you secured your workplace against the risk of 
COVID infections?
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Certainly, there is no need to record cases that are clearly 
not work-related. While an employer may do so out of 
fear of a citation, being too inclusive can backfire. “Over-
reporting can spark an OSHA inspection when the 
entries from an employer’s logs are entered on their 300A 
Summaries,” said Foulke. “Those are available for review 
not only to OSHA but also to plaintiff’s lawyers and com-
munity activists like Common Cause. Skewed numbers can 
impact a business’s ability to get future work from clients.”

So how about those cases that fall into a grey area? “My 
advice to employers would be that in the case of doubt, 
record or report the event,” said Principe. “You can always 
explain the facts, saying that you don’t believe it is work-re-
lated for the following reasons, but that you are including 
the case out of an abundance of caution. This will protect 
you from a citation.”

Many OSHA observers believe the Biden administration 
will tighten criteria, determining that more infections 
occurred in the business environment. There may be a 
return to earlier CDC guidance which mandated that an 
illness be designated work related if the employee had 
been within six feet of another COVID-infected worker 
for a total of at least 15 minutes. “The agency may start 
tracking infections down to employer facilities if they can 
do so and support the change by claiming they are trying 
to halt the spread of COVID,” said Principe. 

FINDING HELP
While the prospect of an OSHA inspection and citations 
can disturb any business owner, the federal agency can also 
be helpful. “Many businesses believe that every interaction 
with OSHA is negative,” said Norton. “They don’t realize 
that OSHA also provides consultative services at both the 
federal and state level.”

At the employer’s request, said Norton, OSHA will inspect 
the workplace for problem areas. While there is no charge 
for the service, the employer has to agree to fix whatever 
OSHA finds. “It’s all confidential, so nothing uncovered 
by the inspectors gets shared with the compliance side.”

That proactive approach can prevent costly citations down 
the road. “It’s very important to take the right steps to 
reduce the risk of infection in the workplace,” said 
Principe. “This will keep employees from getting sick and 
the employer out of trouble. I encourage businesses to track 
the OSHA and CDC websites on a regular basis. Know 
what the recommendations are. Then if OSHA shows up 
at the door, everything will be in order.” WMHS

Phillip M. Perry is an award-winning freelance writer based 
in New York City. His byline has appeared over 3,000 times 
in the nation’s business press. He maintains a website at www.
EditorialCalendar.Net.
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OSHA has a powerful free tool to help employers (and 
employees) understand the agency’s Recordkeeping Rules. 
It is the OSHA Recordkeeping Advisor, at https://webapps.
dol.gov/elaws/osharecordkeeping.htm. 

Why it is needed? A good clue is the text of the first page 
of the Advisor. It says, “… The OSHA Recordkeeping 
Advisor is intended to help determine:
• Whether an injury or illness (or 

related event) is work related
• Whether an event or exposure at home 

or on travel is work related
• Whether an exception applies to the injury or illness
• Whether a work-related injury or 

illness needs to be recorded
• Which provisions of the regulations apply 

when recording a work-related case”.

To my mind, the OSHA Recordkeeping Rules are profes-
sionally written, and they are understandable to people 
who take the time to read them carefully. However, the 
rules cover a wide range of issues and circumstances. 

OSHA provided help on these rules because there are so 
many things that might affect the answers to: Is it work 
related? Does an exception apply? Does it need to be 
recorded? And, if so, which provisions apply? Those are 
key issues, but there are many other situations that need 
to be analyzed, which are not on the list above. This article 
will touch on a few of these other issues.

WHY IS THE ADVISOR AN “EXPERT”?
OSHA’s experts on the rules and the attorneys in the 
Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) Division of the 
Office of the Solicitor of Labor went over the questions, 
answers, notes and decision logic behind the Advisor with 
a fine-tooth comb. Then they signed off. So, you get the 
official guidance from OSHA and the Solicitor’s Office.

Suppose you have a contract or temporary employee who 
gets sick or injured. Before you even consider whether the 
event is OSHA recordable, you would have to figure out 
whether your company or the person’s employer is respon-
sible for recordkeeping. The Advisor analyzes that. How?

It asks users necessary questions AND follows up with 
further questions prompted by your answers. Its online, 
interactive, expert interview finds the guidance appropriate 
to your responses. As it goes along, it recaps what you told 
the system and what your answers mean in terms of the 
rules. If you give an answer that is not correct, you can 
back up to give a different response.

SOME ISSUES TO BE ANALYZED
One early question is, “Did an event or exposure occur-
ring in the work environment cause or contribute to the 
resulting injury or illness, or significantly aggravate a 
pre-existing injury or illness?” This is not a simple ques-
tion. If you answer that you do not know whether an event 

“significantly aggravated” a pre-existing injury or illness, 
the system will ask further questions, beginning with:

“Did an event or exposure in the workplace result in the 
affected employee:
• Missing one or more days away from work?
• Having one or more days of restricted work?
• Having one or more days of job transfer?
• Getting medical treatment beyond first aid?
• Losing consciousness?
• Dying?
• Having Standard Threshold Shift in hearing?
• None of the above.”

The Advisor may ask follow-up questions based on your 
answers to this question. It will determine the issue of 

“significantly aggravated” and proceed to the next issue.

WHAT ABOUT WORKING AT HOME?
When we developed the Recordkeeping Advisor, rel-
atively few people were working at home compared to 
2020 and 2021. Still, it was an issue to be considered. If 
you said the person was working from home, you would 
get this message:

“You indicated that the event or exposure that caused the 
injury or illness occurred while the affected employee was 
working from home.

Was the injury or illness a direct result of the performance 
of work, or was the injury or illness directly related to an 
aspect of the home environment or setting?

• The injury or illness was a result 
of the performance of work.

• The injury or illness was related 
to the home environment.

For example, if an employee is working at home and drops 
a box of work documents and injures his/her foot, the 
injury would be considered work-related. If an employee is 
working at home and is electrocuted because of faulty home 
wiring, the injury would NOT appear to be work-related.”

The OSHA Recordkeeping Advisor: An Insider’s View
By: Edward Stern, Contributor
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WHAT IF THE WORKER WAS 
TRAVELING FOR WORK?
If one of your employees got injured or sick while on travel 
for work, the system would need more information to 
understand what happened. Let us say that the employee 
had already signed into a hotel. The Advisor recaps what 
you told it and says:

“You indicated that the affected employee had checked into 
a hotel or other temporary residence.

During which activity did the event or exposure occur?
• Work-related activity (business meals, 

setting up for a conference, etc.)
• Personal activity (eating, dressing, walking, etc.)
• Commuting to the work location”

The circumstances make a difference as to whether an 
injury or illness is work related. Once the Advisor under-
stands the circumstances, it will cite the relevant section 
of the rules—and give you a link to it.

EXCEPTIONS
To know whether an exception applies, the Advisor needs 
to ask about each of the exceptions. As you might expect, 
even the “exceptions” have follow-up questions to deter-
mine their applicability. Accidents in the company parking 

lot and mental illness are not simple matters. If you run 
into these, think carefully about the questions.

The Advisor is a powerful, analytical tool. It will be a 
huge help to someone new at this, and it will support 
your most experienced person on a tricky case. OSHA’s 
experts and its attorneys developed the questions, answers, 
notes and decision logic in the Advisor. The Office of the 
Assistant Secretary of Labor for Policy handled the pro-
gramming of this system. See similar tools at www.dol.
gov/elaws. WMHS

Edward Stern spent 27 years at OSHA, 
developing and explaining OSHA reg-
ulations and serving on its Federal 
Advisory Committee on Compliance 
Assistance. His experience supervising 
the analysis of regulatory costs, benefits, 
impacts and exposure risks led to him 
suggesting interactive, diagnostic inter-
views (called expert systems) to provide 

guidance for businesses struggling to understand complex 
regulations. Stern wrote the decision logic that determines the 
guidance for OSHA’s Recordkeeping Advisor, while the agen-
cy’s experts and attorneys developed the questions, answers, 
notes and decision logic.
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COMFORT IS THE KEY TO COMPLIANCE

Did you know that 70% of workers who suffer hand injuries are not wearing gloves at the time of their 
accident. Simply put, gloves can never protect those who don’t wear them, which is why we spend so 
much time ensuring that comfort is built into all our gloves.

With the the additions to the ANSI/ISEA 105 standard, which grade gloves from A1 to A9, the race to 
the top began, even though gloves achieving an ANSI A9 grade are purchased by less than 1% of the 
market. The best intentions can be dangerous and the number of injuries confirms that. 

Over the last 10 years workplace injuries have fallen by 25%, BUT hand injuries have almost doubled in 
that time because the focus has been on using gloves that receive high test scores, i.e. that meet the 
EN, ISO and ANSI standards, which we call the ‘Cut Protection Paradox’.

THE CUT PROTECTION PARADOX
This is a phenomenon whereby choosing the most 
cut-resistant gloves leads to more cut injuries 
when the opposite should be true. 

Why does this happen? Because in these gloves 
comfort is compromised, leading people to take their 
gloves off to do certain activities, which is when 
accidents happen. Remember that 70% of people 
were not wearing gloves at the time of their injury! So 
how can you resolve this phenomenon?

COMFORTABLE PERFORMANCE
We build comfortable performance into every glove we make to balance the wearer’s comfort 
with performance, e.g. resistance to abrasion and cuts. We have a full range of cut-resistant gloves 
offering protection from low to very high levels, yet despite this our flagship cut-resistant product is as 
detailed below:

Our most optimal balanced glove remains the gold standard, MaxiCut® Ultra™, reference 44-3745. 

Why? Because it offers balanced cut protection across all cut standards i.e. coupe, iso13997, 
ANSI, whilst delivering maximum comfort.

FOR PROTECTION AGAINST CUTS
 CUTtech® combines and blends high performance 

yarns and fibres to impart different levels of cut 
protection with the driving philosophy to deliver 

high levels of comfort and wearer satisfaction.

DELIVERING 360° BREATHABILITY
 Our patented micro-foam coating channels 

moisture and heat away from your skin 
to maintain an optimal hand temperature 

so you can work productively.

TECHNOLOGIES INSIDE

LONGER USE SAVES YOU MONEY
DURAtech® is the technology platform 

that makes gloves last longer.

Cut Level

5C/A3

Find out more: www.comfortableperformance.com TM

EN 388:2016

4542C

A3
ANSI

With a range of cut gloves covering the key ANSI cut categories,  
we believe that our MaxiCut® Ultra™, with an ANSI A3, epitomises  

our core values and foundations that make up  
our comfortable performance philosophy.

In a race to the top, brought about by the addition 
of new ANSI cut levels, never forget that

 „COMFORT IS THE KEY TO COMPLIANCE“.
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Experiencing an infectious disease outbreak can cause fear, 
anxiety and stress.1-5 Along with overwhelming uncer-
tainty and new behavioral ‘norms’ (e.g., cloth face covering 
or mask wearing, physical distancing), the COVID-19 pan-
demic has changed how we meet our daily needs, how 
we socially interact and whether, how and where we 
work.1,3 Millions of workers have lost their jobs.6 Some 
workers have continued to report to a physical workplace, 
while others have transitioned to full-time telework, and 
for many, the demands of work have changed or intensified. 
The nature of each situation is unique, but undoubtedly 

some of these changes are contributing to increasing levels 
of economic insecurity and occupational stress.3,7 Reducing 
occupational stress is a fundamental focus of the NIOSH 
Healthy Work Design (HWD) and Well-Being program. 
This post is one in a series of HWD-sponsored blogs 
addressing the effect of COVID-19 on workers. This post 
generally describes the stress workers may be experiencing 
and aims to help employers and policy makers better under-
stand and support workers during this pandemic. Other 
posts in this series address economic and other insecurity, 
stress associated with jobs that cannot be done remotely 
and organizational support.

An outbreak can affect mental health and psychosocial 
problems comparable to experiencing traumatic inci-
dents.8,9 People can suffer increased feelings of uncertainty, 

anxiety, irritation, anger and denial. It is not uncommon 
to lack motivation, have trouble sleeping or concentrat-
ing and to feel tired, overwhelmed, burned out, sad and 
even depressed.2 If left unaddressed, experiencing such 
stress can lead people to engage in maladaptive coping 
(i.e., increased use of alcohol, tobacco or other drugs, or 
engaging in other unhealthy behaviors) and chronic health 
problems and mental health conditions may worsen.2,4 The 
exact nature of the risks to worker well-being vary accord-
ing to personal circumstances and work arrangements. 
Some have had to care for or have lost loved ones. It is 

important for employers and policy makers to rec-
ognize the spectrum of stressors that workers face. 

Economic insecurity is affecting the millions who 
have lost their jobs or have seen their income 
decrease drastically due to reduced work hours or 
demand for their services. And those whose jobs 
are temporarily discontinued may worry about 
being laid-off and not re-hired, which further 
impacts emotional health.10,11

PHYSICAL DISTANCING
Physical distancing by working at home and 
avoiding in-person meetings or social gatherings 
can help reduce disease transmission – but also 
affects access to social support and can result in 
feelings of isolation and added stress.1 Not all jobs 
are amenable to remote work. Workers who must 
continue to report to a physical workplace may 
experience fear about their health and the health 
of their loved ones, as well as challenges arrang-
ing care for elderly or young dependents. Many 

jobs carry the risk of exposure to sick and asymptomatic 
individuals with COVID-19 – such as those in healthcare 
settings and others (i.e., service occupations) that must be 
done on-site and require frequent contact with the public. 
Workers’ well-being can be further impaired if they lose 
access to health-enhancing benefits available at the formal 
worksite (e.g., access to on-site health clinics and health 
and well-being programs).12-15 And those who live or usu-
ally work alone may be particularly vulnerable to the 

“loneliness epidemic” as their infrequent person-to-person 
contact dwindles further.

Additional concerns can include: the struggle to attend 
to personal and family needs while working; managing 
a different workload; lack of access to tools and equip-
ment needed to perform work (including limited or no 

COVID-19 Stress Among Your Workers?
Healthy Work Design and Well-Being Solutions Are Critical
A NIOSH Science Blog post
By: Jeannie A. S. Nigam, MS, Jessica M. K. Streit, PhD, MS, Tapas K. Ray, PhD, Naomi Swanson, PhD,  Contributors

An outbreak can affect mental health and psychosocial problems comparable 
to experiencing traumatic incidents.
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internet access for remote workers); feelings of not con-
tributing enough to work or guilt about not being on the 
frontline; uncertainty about the future of the workplace 
and/or employment; and challenges related to learning 
new communication tools and dealing with technical dif-
ficulties.4 Compounding the risk, workers who already 
struggle with mental health conditions are particularly 
vulnerable to experiencing additional emotional symptoms 
and somatoform disorders during an outbreak,16 and those 
who must undergo quarantine are at additional increased 
risk for mental distress compared to workers who are not 
isolated.17,18

WORKING AT HOME
Working at home could be considered somewhat of a 
luxury during this time. Yet, telework presents its own 
risks. And, as the home has become the workplace for 
many, the issue of stress spilling over from one domain 
to the other has very likely increased.19 Many parents feel 
conflict when juggling dependent care, trying to over-
see children’s remote learning and meet their own work 
demands. Workers who are not used to telework may be at 
increased risk of injury if their workspaces are configured 
without appropriate employer guidance.20 And, while tech-
nology use may help workers meet their job demands, it 
can also extend working hours and further blur work-home 
boundaries,21-24 which can be consequential for workers 
and their families. Specifically, workers’ ability to psycho-
logically detach, or “switch off mentally” at the end of the 
workday can be compromised,25 which has been associated 
with many indicators of poor well-being, including anxiety, 

depression, negative affect, emotional exhaustion 
and fatigue.26

In terms of preventing consequences associated 
with this altered way of working, there are steps 
that individual workers can take to build resil-
ience and increase their capacity to detach – such 
as using a journal to set work-related goals27 and 
participating in mindfulness.2,4,5,28,29 From an orga-
nizational perspective, when supervisors support 
workers and encourage their efforts to manage 
work and non-work demands (e.g., increasing 
control over work and schedule flexibility or 
offering access to Employee Assistance Programs 
[EAPs] and paid time off), workers report lower 
levels of work-family conflict30 and improvements 
to their sleep,31 schedule control,32 job satisfaction, 
well-being and physical health.33,34 Early identifi-
cation of risk factors, strengthening peer support 
at work and promotion of mental health services 
(i.e., through remote access) could help workers 
cope with the ongoing challenges and prevent the 
onset of maladaptive behaviors.35 WMHS

To read the rest of the blog post and the references,  
go to: https://tinyurl.com/ydkfvdmj

Many jobs carry the risk of exposure to sick and asymptomatic individuals 
with COVID-19.
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Another Workers’ Memorial Day came and went on April 
28. The event, established in 1970, is intended to raise 
awareness of the lives lost as a result of occupational 
accidents, and encourage workers and employers to 
work together to reduce the risk of injuries and fatalities 
on the job.

But in looking at the latest published statistics, there’s some 
doubt whether the steps organizations are taking to address 
workplace fatalities are really having the effect we want.

According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)1, 
5,333 workers died on the job in 2019, the highest since 
2007. It’s important to note that the rate of workplace 
fatalities has remained the same over the past 10 years, 
despite continued reductions in the rate of less-severe 
occupational injuries. 

The lack of progress in reducing workplace deaths is an 
indication that past tools that enabled us to lower fatality 
rates aren’t working as they once did, and new ideas are 
required. But where do we go from here?

IDENTIFYING PRECURSORS
In a 2018 whitepaper2, the Campbell Institute argued that to 
prevent serious injuries and fatalities (SIFs) organizations 
1 https://www.bls.gov/iif/oshcfoi1.htm
2 https://tinyurl.com/rpraz49p
3 Poorniman, S. & Pushpalatha. M. 2016.  Journey from Big Data towards Prescriptive 

Analytics.  Journal of Engineering & Applied Science.  11(19) 
4 Tixier. A. J-P., et al. 2016.  “Automated content analysis for construction safety: A natural language processing system 

to extract precursors and outcomes from unstructured injury reports.  Automation in Construction. (62): 45-56

must focus on identifying the specific attributes or “pre-
cursors” that increase the potential for an event to result 
in a serious or fatal outcome. In other words, while any 
incident may occur, the conditions that lead to catastrophic 
failures are unique. Incidents that do not have these pre-
cursors – high risk work and the lack of critical controls 

– are less likely to result in safety instrumented functions 
(SIFs). As a result, to prevent fatalities, organizations 
would benefit most by focusing their efforts and resources 
on those situations or tasks where precursors are present 
and recoverability is limited.  

The paper highlighted three situations where uncontrolled 
precursors may be more likely to develop:
• In organizations in which deviating from 

accepted standards is tacitly accepted 
(the “normalization of deviation”).

• In workplaces where risk isn’t consistently perceived 
and tolerated amongst different workers.

• In organizations where decisions to address safety 
risk are not based on empirical data are more 
likely to have latent precursors lying in wait.

How can that last point be true? Organizations are collect-
ing more data than ever before. Global data growth was 
expected to reach 40,000 exabytes by the end of 20203. 
That’s 13 million bytes of data created for every person 
on Earth every single day. How could employers possibly 
be lacking enough data to make sound, objective decisions 
on operational risk?

There are a few key reasons:
 1. Data location: Organizational data is often siloed in 

separate applications without meaningful connections 
that prevent quick data assimilation for analysis.

 2. Data variety: Differences in how data is structured 
creates challenges in aggregating different datasets to 
identify relationships.  

 3. Data analysis: Many organizations tend to rely 
heavily on humans to analyze that data manually4. The 
extensive time and costs associated with manual data 
analysis results in much of its potential SIF prevention 
value being left unexploited.

How Predictive Analytics is Reshaping the 
Battle Against Serious Injuries & Fatalities
By: Sean Baldry, Contributor

Any analysis performed is only useful if its outputs can be easily 
accessed and understood by those making decisions. Image 
courtesy of Cority.
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REMOVING THE DATA ANALYSIS BARRIER
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a branch of 
artificial intelligence5 designed to allow computers 
read, decipher and understand human language and 
apply it to different applications to solve problems.

Much of the safety data employers collect is unstruc-
tured – organized in no particular manner – and text 
heavy. That makes the data challenging for computers 
to analyze. NLP enables organizations to easily decode 
and interpret massive amounts of unstructured data to 
help identify where incidents are most likely to occur, 
or where precursors that could give rise to serious 
injuries and fatalities are most likely to exist.

In a 2016 study4, researchers from the University of 
Colorado at Boulder studied whether NLP could be 
leveraged to analyze historical safety data and identify the 
presence of specific attributes associated with injuries in 
the construction sector. By identifying common injury 
precursors and how workers normally interface with 
them, this data would help organizations identify where 
the next injury might occur, enabling them to take more 
targeted action to prevent the occurrence. By using NLP, 
the researchers were able to scan 2,200 unstructured injury 
reports and successfully categorize them for over 100 dis-
tinct attributes with over 95% accuracy when compared 
to manual approaches, while drastically reducing the effort 
and time involved in data analysis.

Fortunately, enterprise EHS software solutions are making 
massive investments to expand the breadth and depth of 
their business intelligence and analytics features, including 
NLP, to offer organizations a greater toolbox to battle SIFs.

Here are a few things to consider:
 1. Data Collection: Involvement of front-line workers 

in the collection of safety data from the field, whether 
incident reports or observations of identified precursors, 
is critical. Mobile applications with a simple, intuitive 
user interface that remove barriers to enable prompt 
reporting of safety data definitely help in that regard.

 2. Data Quality: While most natural language processing 
tools use machine learning AI to overcome barriers 
in data interpretation, irregularities like spelling and 
grammatical errors can result in certain data being 
lost in the uptake. Employers looking to implement 
a predictive analytics approach must ensure that the 
solution selected can continuously assess the quality of 
data, and identify low data quality for immediate action.

 3. Data Visualization: Organizations should also closely 
assess what data visualization options are available 
in commercial software solutions to enable data to 
be easily presented, understood and consumed in a 
cadence aligned to the needs of the business.

5 https://tinyurl.com/6fe7c5ja

We know that the things that hurt people aren’t the same 
things that kill people. And while many organizations 
are sitting on a mountain of valuable intel to help them 
understand where SIF precursors may be lying in wait, few 
have the ability to synthesize that data efficiently to guide 
their SIF prevention strategy. 

By leveraging predictive analytics tools like NLP, organi-
zations can now extract greater value out of their safety 
data to help them detect SIF precursors with greater speed 
and accuracy, and hopefully, ensure more people can get 
home to their loved ones at the end of each day. WMHS

Sean Baldry is a Product Marketing Manager supporting 
Cority’s Health and Safety solutions (https://www.cority.
com). He has worked for nearly 20 years in occupational 
health & safety with leading global corporations in the con-
struction, mining, automotive and manufacturing sectors. 
He has worked at operational and executive levels, assisting 
teams to build effective systems and safety cultures that drive 
organizational excellence. Baldry is a Canadian Registered 
Safety Professional (CRSP).

Mobile applications with a simple, intuitive user interface helps front-
line workers collect safety data in the field. Image courtesy of Cority.
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As America’s roads and highways age and infrastructure 
is enhanced and rebuilt, we can expect to see more con-
struction along the roadside in the coming years. 

In 2018, the public sector spent about $92.5 billion U.S. 
dollars on highway construction. By 2022, highway and 
road construction put in place in the United States is pro-
jected to grow to about $103 billion. 

With roadside work comes great risk for those workers. 
According to the Bureau of Labor, from 2011 – 2017, trans-
portation events accounted for 76% of roadway work zone 
fatal occupational injuries during the 7-year period. In 60% 
of these transportation events, the worker was struck by 
a vehicle in the work zone.

So that workers are seen, they are required to wear high- 
visibility safety apparel (HVSA) that meets the ANSI/
ISEA 107 standard – American National Standard for High-
Visibility Safety Apparel. First published in 1999, the 2020 
version is now available and should be reviewed by all who 
manufacture, distribute, sell and wear HVSA.  

ANSI/ISEA 107-2020 is the authoritative document for 
the design, performance or materials for HVSA personal 
protective equipment (PPE) in the United States, having 
been codified into U.S. Department of Transportation, 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) regulations in 
the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) 

and incorporated by reference into other relevant worker 
protection standards.

The fifth edition of this voluntary industry consensus 
standard has been updated to emphasize configurations 
and design requirements, include specific criteria for sin-
gle-use disposable coveralls and introduce measurements 
of nighttime luminance.

“One of the easiest ways to help workers be safe is to make 
them more visible, especially when working alongside traf-
fic, with heavy machinery or at night,” said Tim Gardner, 
Chairman of the ISEA High-Visibility Products Group 
and Regulatory Affairs Manager at 3M Company. “This 
revised and enhanced HVSA standard serves to meet end-
user needs, taking into considering all occupational tasks, 
hazards and environments.” 

From waste management to emergency first response to 
painting roads, worker visibility is often imperative in 
environments that can soil garments. To address these 
scenarios, the 2020 version includes specific criteria for a 
single-use disposable coverall. In addition to meeting req-
uisite minimum material amounts and color requirements 
imposed on all compliant HVSA, conforming coveralls 
are evaluated to relevant material integrity tests and have 
unique labeling requirements. 

Night work poses additional visibility challenges and safety 
risks. The 2020 edition of the standard introduces the 

High-Visibility Safety Apparel Standard Updated to  
Help Ensure Workers are Seen and Protected
ANSI/ISEA 107-2020 Addresses Design, Performance and Materials for HVSA PPE

By: Cristine Z. Fargo, Contributor

One of the easiest ways to help workers be safe is to make them 
more visible, especially when working alongside traffic, with 
heavy machinery or at night.

So that workers are seen, they are required to wear high-visibility 
safety apparel (HVSA) that meets the ANSI/ISEA 107 standard – 
American National Standard for High-Visibility Safety Apparel.
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concept of measuring the overall distribution of nighttime 
luminance of a garment, Evaluation is optional and the data 
it generates throughout the next revision cycle will allow 
wearers to more easily compare the all-angle nighttime 
performance of HVSA and empower manufacturers with 
an additional tool to improve  design and performance.

“Workers on the night shift are especially vulnerable to 
visibility issues,” said Sandra Hanna, Vice Chair of the 
ISEA High-Visibility Products Group and Vice President 
of Marketing and Product Development at Kishigo. “It’s 
vital luminance of safety apparel be measurable in all envi-
ronments to ensure workers are protected.” 

ANSI/ISEA  107-2020  was developed by ISEA’s 
High-Visibility Products Group and approved by key stake-
holders representing utility workers, safety professionals, 
transportation safety experts, testing laboratories and gov-
ernment agencies.

The standard, which is available in English and Spanish, can 
be purchased from ISEA at safetyequipment.org. WMHS 

For more information about this and other safety equip-
ment standards, contact Cristine Z. Fargo, ISEA Vice 
President, Operations and Technical Services, cfargo@safety 
equipment.org.
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Not all work gloves are equally protective, which can make 
buying the right pair of safety gloves overwhelming. While 
you could buy the most protective cut resistant gloves on 
the market, most industries don’t require extreme cut resis-
tance. It would actually be more expensive, less efficient 
and sometimes more dangerous to buy gloves that aren’t 
the correct rating for your job.

Most extremely cut-resistant gloves are very thick and low 
on dexterity, which makes them great for protection from 
severe lacerations but not for jobs that require fine motor 
skills. Think about the specific criteria you need before 
you make your glove choices.

GLOVE TYPES AND MATERIALS
Different materials will have different properties that make 
them better suited for different jobs. Gloves, liners and 
coatings offer different levels of cut resistance and other 
protections, like electrical conduction, abrasion resistance 
and flame resistance.

Dyneema and Kevlar are two high-performance fibers that 
see a lot of use in cut-resistant gloves on their own or 
as part of composite yarns with fiberglass, steel or other 
materials. Both materials are similar in terms of strength 
and cut resistance but are better suited to particular jobs. 

Dyneema is breathable, moisture-wicking and light and cool 
to the touch. It can be laundered easily as long as you’re 
using lower temperatures and it holds up well against abra-
sion. It’s more sensitive to temperatures, though: while 
it’s a great fiber to use if you’re working in hot conditions, 
it doesn’t offer actual heat resistance. Dyneema is a great 
fiber for gloves that you’ll have to wear all day in jobs that 
require a lot of dexterity like food preparation and some 
construction and manufacturing work.

Kevlar, on the other hand, is very insulated: not as breath-
able as Dyneema, but the obvious choice in environments 
with extreme heat or cold hazards. While gloves made from 
Kevlar can be laundered, they can’t be exposed to bleach. 

What to Consider When Looking  
for Cut-Resistant Gloves
By: Rick Pedley, Contributor
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Our gloves are designed for a variety of applications and environments including:
• Dry environments
• Slightly greasy environments
• General Purpose
• Medium to heavy cut hazards
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They’re good for jobs with electrical hazards and have 
a great grip. For search and rescue, firefighting and 
cryogenics work, Kevlar gloves offer ideal protection 
against temperature extremes, cuts and other hazards.

SAFETY STANDARDS
There aren’t OSHA standards that specifically address 
cut-resistant gloves: however, both CFR 1910.132 
(protective equipment in general) and 1910.138 
(hand protection specifically) both apply, as they 
require employees to use appropriate protection based 
on the work being performed. For North American 
companies, ANSI/ISEA 105-2016 provides guidance 
on test methods and performance levels for various 
hazards. Europe, South America, Asia and Australia 
use EN 388 groupings and test methods.

Whichever standard your industry uses, you can relax 
knowing that the gloves have been tested in extreme 
conditions and offer the best protection level for the 
job at hand. Make sure you know the necessary cri-
teria and which standards apply and check the icons 
on your gloves to determine which standards yours 
have been tested to.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS
Odds are that you need your cut-resistant gloves to be 
well-suited for other job hazards as well. Gloves that 

Comfort should be a consideration in glove selection, as gloves that 
aren’t comfortable or don’t fit right aren’t going to be worn.
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are highly cut-resistant and protect against a wide array of 
other hazards will need to be thicker and therefore less dex-
terous. Comfort should also be a consideration: gloves that 
aren’t comfortable or don’t fit right aren’t going to be worn.

Virtually every job will require gloves that resist some com-
bination of cuts, punctures and abrasions. Everyone from 
doctors and nurses to oil rig workers, to mechanics could 
require the cut protection that Dyneema or Kevlar gloves 
provide. A lot of industrial workers could also benefit from 
anti-impact gloves or coating on cut-resistant gloves. For 
jobs that involve working with chemicals or biohazards, 
like in medicine, it might be best to layer disposable chem-
ical-resistant gloves over your cut-resistant gloves to avoid 
contamination.

Finally, remember that while cut-resistant gloves are 
crucial PPE across industries, they do not replace admin-
istrative controls, and no glove will protect you from tools 
powered by electric motors. Your hands are some of the 
best tools you’ll ever use, so make sure that protecting them 
is one of your biggest priorities. WMHS

Rick Pedley is PK Safety’s President and CEO. PK Safety 
is a supplier of occupational safety and personal protec-
tive equipment and manufacturer of its own new FR line 
Grit. The company has been operating since 1947 and takes 
OSHA, ANSI, PPE and CSA work safety equipment seriously 
(pksafety.com).

Gloves, liners and coatings offer different levels of cut resistance 
and other protections, like electrical conduction, abrasion 
resistance and flame resistance.
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Oftentimes, when people hear the term “online learn-
ing,” they think of someone clicking through a lengthy 
PowerPoint with paragraphs of text on the screen. This is 
linear learning, with the only engagement being the click of 
a “Next” button. In recent years, eLearning has advanced 
past this notion and has transformed to become a dynamic 
and engaging way for all types of learners to obtain new 
knowledge and skills. 

ENGAGING ELEMENTS AND THEIR IMPACT 
ON VARIOUS TYPES OF LEARNERS
Dynamic engagement is beneficial to all, whether Visual, 
Auditory or Kinesthetic Learners. This includes graph-
ics, narration, videos, animated scenarios, also known 
as Scenario Based Learning (SBL), interactions and 
much more. 

Visual Learners
Some fundamentals when it comes to visual design include 
contrast, simplicity and placement, which together make 
the graphic more effective. Focusing on an effective graphic 
can help the learner better interpret and recall the training 
material. For instance, describing the shape, color, size or 
location of a pictogram or placard may not be enough for 
a visual learner. However, describing the characteristics of 
these types of hazard indicators with the help of a graphic 

(and better, an animated graphic) will make much more 
of an impact.

Auditory Learners
To aid auditory learners, choosing a narrator/presenter that 
can deliver the message appropriately and guide the learner 
is essential. It’s important that the voice matches both the 
topic and target audience. For example, CHEMTREC’s 
hazmat training and crisis solutions courses are narrated 
by a more authoritative narrator due to the nature of the 
content, whereas a yoga course would benefit from a calm, 
soothing narrator due to the type of content. No matter 
the tone, the presenter should have an engaging voice that 
holds the interest of the trainee. 

Visual and Auditory Learners
Incorporating videos within online training is also 
growing in popularity. Speakers can quickly convey 
a lot of information using this visual and auditory 
method. They can relate to the trainee by convey-
ing emotion, thus offering a lean-in moment as it 
changes what the trainee was hearing and seeing. If 
a picture is worth a thousand words, a video is worth 
ten times as many. 

Visual, Auditory and Kinesthetic Learners
Scenario Based Learning (SBL) is a simple and cre-
ative way to reinforce learning. It not only gives the 
trainee a break from absorbing new information, 
but it allows the learner to reflect on the topics that 
have been covered so far in the course. SBL can be 
as simple as presenting the scenario in the form of a 
video with breaks or checkpoints that ask questions. 
For a more complex approach, instructors can use 
branching to give the trainee control of the scenario. 

It’s also an opportunity to add an interactive moment to 
the course. Interactivity is one of the main elements of 
engaging eLearning. It’s another lean-in moment that can 
help the learner feel as if they are choosing their own path 
at their own pace. Similar to SBL, it can reinforce learning 
and check for comprehension. 

Although kinesthetic learners comprehend the best through 
movement, these elements of interactivity can facilitate 
their learning style by simulating real-world activities. If 

© Sikov - stock.adobe.com

How to Develop an 
Effective eLearning 
Program for all  
Learning Styles
By: Nzingah Ramos, Contributor
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the training topic is how to properly mark and label a 
package, this type of learner would benefit most from an 
interaction that asks them to do just that. It may say some-
thing like, “Drag the correct label(s) onto the appropriate 
sides of the box and type the correct marking onto the box.” 
Although they are not able to physically touch the box, they 
can drag and drop as if they are standing in a warehouse. 

Individuals should leave training with changed behav-
ior, by noticing elements of the training within their 
workplace or other settings, recounting the narrator’s 
guidance and understanding how to apply the training 
appropriately. WMHS

Nzingah Ramos is the Training 
Program Manager at CHEMTREC, 
which uses various combinations of the 
above elements to create an effective 
eLearning experience. The company is 
a service of the American Chemistry 
Council, and the world’s premier call 
center for hazmat emergency response 
coordination. CHEMTREC offers a 

variety of services that help companies meet local and inter-
national regulations, including telephone emergency response, 
SDS services, hazmat training, lithium battery compliance 
solutions and extended service protocols (www.chemtrec.com).
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Many warehousing operations use motorized equipment, 
like conveyor systems, to maintain efficient workflows. 
Some workplaces have more specialized needs, like indus-
trial refrigeration systems for cold-storage facilities. Larger 
workplaces often call for more powerful equipment. As 
long as guards remain in place and workers follow safe 
practices, these systems can be relatively safe.

But when maintenance is called for, guards may need to be 
removed, and workers may need to access areas that would 
be dangerous if the machines were running. Workers need 
a way to ensure the equipment doesn’t start 
up or move while their hands are still in the 
gears. The best approach for this is lockout/
tagout LOTO. OSHA also calls this process 

“the control of hazardous energy” in its rele-
vant regulations, found in 29 CFR §1910.147.

As long as they’re used correctly, LOTO 
procedures offer unparalleled protection. 
Unfortunately, that can be a major weak-
ness: human error is a hard pitfall to avoid. 
Preventing human error often comes down 
to a question of training, and LOTO is no 
different. For the procedures to be effective, 
workers need to be trained on the steps and 
the reasoning behind them.

TAILORED TRAINING FOR 
ACTUAL NEEDS
Even within a given facility, different work-
ers will need different kinds of training. 
Fortunately, there are three general categories 
of workers when it comes to LOTO procedures; it’s easy 
to identify which category a given worker falls into, and 
it’s easy to adjust the training provided to workers in a 
given category to match their needs. These categories are 
even written into OSHA’s regulations for LOTO training, 
so the terms and requirements are consistent across all 
American workplaces.

Authorized Workers
“Authorized workers” are those who will actually perform 
the work that needs to be protected by LOTO procedures, 
which means they’re the ones who will follow those LOTO 
procedures as well. Naturally, these workers will need the 
most detailed training.

This training starts with general concepts, ensuring the 
workers will recognize the potential hazards that LOTO is 
meant to protect them from. Then, it will get more specific, 

helping them understand the steps needed to identify, iso-
late and control those hazards effectively.

Finally, the real-world steps for LOTO on each piece of 
equipment will be provided. To be effective, these steps 
may need to be customized for each machine or each ser-
vice process. At the same time, it’s unlikely that any one 
worker will need to know the steps for every machine; 
each worker only needs to know the specific steps they 
will actually need to follow. The division of work in your 
facility will affect how much cross-training is valuable.

Affected Workers and Others
Authorized workers are most directly involved in LOTO, 
but they aren’t the only ones who need LOTO training. 
There are two other categories of workers who will need 
more general training to ensure that the LOTO processes 
are respected.

“Affected workers” are those who don’t need to perform 
those dangerous maintenance tasks, but whose normal 
work may be interrupted by having equipment locked and 
tagged out. These workers don’t need to learn the step-by-
step procedures for tasks they’ll never perform. But they 
will definitely need to know what lockout/tagout means 
and why it matters; how to recognize what LOTO will look 
like on the equipment they normally use; and what they 
should do while that equipment isn’t available.

Training for Lockout/Tagout
By: Brian McFadden, Contributor

Locks and tags must be standardized, recognizable and not easy to remove.
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The last category, “other workers”, will be generally unaf-
fected by the use of LOTO; they won’t need to change 
their behavior in response to those procedures. As a result, 
they simply need to understand what LOTO means, how 
to recognize when it’s being used and why they should 
never attempt to bypass a lock or tag to start up equipment.

THE MOST IMPORTANT POINT
In any workplace where LOTO is used, those procedures 
represent a barrier protecting workers from severe injuries 
and even death. The most important part of LOTO training 
is this: all workers must be prohibited from removing other 
workers’ tags or locks or attempting to start up equip-
ment that other workers have locked or tagged out. If one 
employee applies a lock, but another employee removes it 
and starts the equipment, what was the point of the lock? 
It may seem obvious but leaving any confusion about this 
point can eliminate any protection offered by your LOTO 
procedures.

Many of OSHA’s rules about LOTO are meant to make 
this key element as clear as possible. Locks and tags must 
be standardized and recognizable, for example, and that 
will reduce confusion. They should also be substantial 
enough that conscious effort is needed to remove them; if 
a lock or tag could come off by accident, you need better 
locks and tags.

Another common practice is to identify the points where 
locks or tags should be applied with a marker or label that 
draws attention to the area. If a lock is present there, work-
ers will immediately know that LOTO is being used, and 
they should not attempt to start the equipment. These 
labels may even include the appropriate steps to lock out 
the equipment they’re posted on, providing a handy check-
list to further reduce the chance for human error.

LOTO fits into the overall Hierarchy of Controls as an 
important tool in keeping workers safe from workplace 
hazards. This hierarchy starts with eliminating the hazard 
wherever possible; if that’s not possible, less-effective 
controls are applied, progressing down the hierarchy 
until the risks are acceptable. Ultimately, LOTO is an 
Administrative Control, a work process that alters worker 
behavior in the face of a hazard. Administrative Controls 
are low in the hierarchy because they rely on people not 
making mistakes. Training is critical in getting the most 
protection from these kinds of controls. WMHS

Brian McFadden is a Compliance Specialist and Technical 
Writer for Graphic Products, the makers of the DuraLabel 
line of industrial label and sign printers. For more infor-
mation about customized visual communication, visit www.
GraphicProducts.com or call 800-788-5572.
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Barbara Kinter, Program Manager/Training Center Coordinator and American Heart Association (AHA) Volunteer, 
answers frequently asked questions about cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR).

Q WHAT EXACTLY DOES CPR DO?
CPR does for the victim person what the victim 

person is unable to do for themselves – their heart and 
lungs are not working, so we work for them. CPR helps 
pump blood and oxygen to the brain and heart.

Q HOW MUCH OF A DIFFERENCE CAN CPR MAKE 
IN SURVIVAL?

CPR makes a HUGE difference in the chance of sur-
vival! When a person’s heart stops suddenly, providing 
CPR can double or even triple the chances of survival.

Q THE AHA HAS DEVELOPED SOMETHING CALLED 
THE CHAIN OF SURVIVAL. WHERE DOES CPR FIT 

IN THIS CHAIN?
CPR is very early in the Chain of Survival (COS)! In the 
Adult COS it is the second link – immediately after recog-
nition of arrest and calling 911 (activating the emergency 
response). By starting CPR immediately, the responder 
is helping to provide blood and oxygen to the brain and 
heart while waiting for the AED to arrive. AED stands for 

automated external defibrillator. It’s a lightweight, porta-
ble device used to detect abnormal cardiac rhythms that 
require treatment. An AED can deliver an electrical shock 
to convert the rhythm back to normal.

Q WHAT ARE THE TWO TYPES OF CPR AND WHICH 
KIND CAN BE DONE BY SOMEONE WHO IS NOT 

A HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL?
The AHA encourages bystanders who are not trained in 
CPR to give compression-only CPR, or hands-only CPR, if 
they see a teen or an adult collapse. In the first few minutes 
of cardiac arrest, survival rates of those who have received 
hands-only CPR and those who have received CPR with 
breaths are similar. There are two simple steps to follow: 
phone 911 and push hard and fast in the center of the chest. 
If you are willing and able to give breaths, you should do so, 
especially for children or anyone who might be in cardiac 
arrest due to respiratory issues such as drowning or drug 
overdose This is referred to as conventional CPR.

Q HOW CAN YOU TELL IF SOMEONE IS HAVING 
A CARDIAC ARREST, OR IF THEY’RE HAVING 

SOME OTHER KIND OF MEDICAL EMERGENCY?
If the person is unresponsive and not breathing or is only 
gasping, they need CPR. It’s better to give CPR to someone 
who doesn’t need it than not to give it to someone who 
does need it. CPR is not likely to harm someone who is 
not in cardiac arrest. But without CPR, someone who is 
in cardiac arrest may die. So, if you aren’t sure, provide 
CPR. You may save a life.

Q HOW LONG DOES CPR TRAINING TAKE? 
WHAT’S INVOLVED? WHO SHOULD GET IT?

EVERYONE should have CPR training. For lay provid-
ers, the AHA offers options to learn both hands-only and 
conventional CPR. For example, you can take the AHA 
Heartsaver course and learn how to perform CPR on adults 
and receive a course completion card in less than two hours. 
You can also refer to AHA’s online resources to learn more 
about hands-only CPR.
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When a person’s heart stops suddenly, providing CPR can double 
or even triple the chances of survival.

© pixelaway - stock.adobe.com
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HEARTSAVER®

ls your workforce prepared to respond to a workplace  
cardiac or first aid emergency? 
Research says 50% may not be.

The American Heart Association’s mission is to train every person in CPR, and we know from 
experience that our Heartsaver products deliver a great foundation for First Aid, CPR & AED training. 

  Leader in Resuscitation Science & CPR/ECC and Publisher of 
the Guidelines

 OSHA-Approved Training Courses

 Network of Training Centers

Faster, Flexible, Quality Training with American 
Heart Association Heartsaver® First Aid CPR AED 
Heartsaver training helps companies commit to impacting employee and 
customer safety by empowering them to save lives. Classroom and Blended 
Learning options available.

Join a Nation of Heartsavers today  Heart.org/WorkforceTraining
© Copyright 2021 American Heart Association, Inc., a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit. All rights reserved. 
Heartsaver® is a registered trademark of the AHA. Unauthorized use prohibited. 4/21 DS17668



Q THE AHA TRAINS A LOT OF PEOPLE IN CPR –  
EVEN CHILDREN. CAN KIDS REALLY DO IT 

EFFECTIVELY?
Absolutely. Children as young as 8 or 9 have been shown 
to do effective CPR. My daughter was certified the first 
time when she was 10! 

Q ACCORDING TO A STUDY, MEN ARE MORE 
LIKELY TO RECEIVE CPR IN PUBLIC LOCATIONS 

THAN WOMEN. WHY IS THAT?
Some people are concerned about potential accusations 
or misunderstanding of intent, fear of causing injury, and 
concerns about removing a woman’s clothing as reasons 
for not wanting to perform bystander CPR for women. 
Educational and policy efforts should be initiated to help 
inform and empower rescuers to perform CPR on women 
and men equally. WMHS

The AHA offers a variety of CPR courses, included blended 
learning & eLearning course options that allow you to 
learn on your own time and at your own pace (https://
cpr.heart.org/en).
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For all your workbench needs.

www.1proline.com • 800 739 9067

Hand Crank Adjust

Electric Adjust Packaging Benches

Protect Your Rack  
RAMGuard

™

 
 • Heavy Rubber Guard with Steel Insert 
• Protects Rack Columns from Impacts 

• Significantly Outperforms Plastic Guards

RAMGuard absorbs significantly more energy during impact  
than most column protection devices offered today

Column Guards

BUY DIRECT 
 SAVE! an

d

                     $28
as low as 

BUY ONLINE
Visit TheRAMGuard.com
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Q&A with David Fernandez, Makita’s Product Category Manager, Metal Working & Concrete 
Products (www.makitatools.com).

Q WHAT MADE MAKITA U.S.A. DEVELOP THE 
WORLD’S FIRST GRINDER WITH A NON-

REMOVABLE GUARD? 
Makita has received inquiries from business managers 
asking if a grinder can be designed with a non-remov-
able guard feature. In response to these customer requests, 
Makita has developed the first in-concept handheld angle 
grinder that has a non-removable guard feature, and right 
now Makita offers two models with this feature: a 4-1/2” 
Paddle Switch Angle Grinder (GA4553R) and a 4-1/2”/5” 
Paddle Switch Angle Grinder (GA5053R). 

Q WHAT KINDS OF APPLICATIONS ARE MAKITA’S 
PADDLE SWITCH ANGLE GRINDERS WITH NON-

REMOVABLE GUARDS USED FOR?
These new grinders are part of the compact industrial class, 
which are widely used for grinding, surfacing and cutting 
applications in Construction, Metal Fabrication and other 
heavy use industries such as Petro-Chemical/Oil Refinery, 
Water Treatment, Power Plants, Mining and Ship Building. 

Q HOW DOES HAVING WORKERS USE 
GRINDERS WITH NON-REMOVABLE GUARDS 

HELP COMPANIES?
Our new non-removable guard will provide another ele-
ment to help business owners manage their teams and 
follow the manufacturer’s instruction to always maintain 
proper guarding while operating a grinder tool.  

Q WHAT HAPPENS IF A GUARD HAS TO BE 
ADJUSTED IN ORDER TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO 

THE GRINDING TASK?
We recognize that angle grinder guards need to be con-
stantly adjusted throughout the course of a workday. And 
while the grinder guard is not removable, it can be quickly 
adjusted with the push of a button (no tools needed) so the 
user can easily match the guard position to the application. 

Q HOW POWERFUL ARE THESE ANGLE GRINDERS?
Grinders in the compact industrial class range from 9 

AMP to 11 AMP, and these Makita grinder models deliver 
on the upper end of the power spectrum at 11 AMPS. 

Q WHAT ABOUT USE OF THE GRINDER WHEN 
PERFORMING WORK OVERHEAD?

Makita Angle Grinders should always be used as speci-
fied in the instruction manual. Those instructions cover 

the subject of holding the tool properly and securely. 
The Non-Removable Guard feature included in our new 
Angle Grinders keeps the wheel guard in place for use 
with depressed center grinding wheels and has a Cut-Off 
Guard Cover (sold separately) that can be attached for 
use with cut-off wheel applications where a fully enclosed 
semi-circular guard is required.

Q WHAT ABOUT ERGONOMIC COMFORT FOR 
THE USER? WAS THAT FACTORED INTO THE 

DESIGN OF THESE GRINDERS?
Yes. A key characteristic of a Compact Industrial class 
grinder is comfort and ergonomics. We thoroughly analyzed 
the comfort characteristics when designing the GA4553R/
GA5053R Angle Grinders. The new angle grinders have a 
large paddle switch that allows for power start press points 
at multiple grip positions. Additionally, the barrel grip has 
a narrow design that allows for increased hand comfort 
during prolonged operation. 

Q WHAT OTHER FEATURES DOES THE 
MAKITA U.S.A. PADDLE SWITCH ANGLE 

GRINDERS HAVE?  
These grinders are loaded with additional features. We 
were informed by customers that they would be assisted 
with tethering options, especially when working at heights 
or on a lift. These Makita grinders have an integrated 
tethering loop at the rear end of the barrel grip which 
can be attached to lanyards. In addition, they have a no 
lock-on power switch with lock-off – this means the user 
cannot lock the paddle switch in the on-power position. 
These new grinders require two pressing actions in order 
to power-on the tool. The lock-off power switch is designed 
to prevent accidental start-ups when the tool is plugged in. 
And to further prevent accidental start-ups, both grinders 
are equipped with anti-restart protection. This feature 
is engineered to prevent motor start-up in the on-power 
switch position after a power disruption. 

Q IS THE COMPANY LAUNCHING ANY OTHER 
NEW GRINDERS?

As mentioned, Makita has over 30 industrial grinders, from 
4-1/2 to 9-inch, and a deep engineering legacy in the cate-
gory. There are more corded and cordless solutions on the 
way for your readers. WMHS

Makita Creates the World’s First Angle 
Grinder with a Non-Removable Guard
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

A cutting tool in which function and design go hand in 
hand? Meet the SECUPRO MARTEGO, our prize win-
ning squeeze-grip safety knife with fully automatic blade 
retraction. Get used to the word “very” in its presence: 
it’s very safe, very robust, very ergonomic, very versatile, 
and made to very high standards. 
This knife is not only 
suitable for both 
right and left-
handed users, 
but also for those 
with larger hands.

https://martorusa.com/secupro-martego.html

FOR HIGHEST DEMANDS.
Since inventing the lift truck in 1917, CLARK con-

tinues to deliver solutions 
for customer needs. This 
summer we go further 
launching our brand-new 
electric three-wheel fork-
lift capable of lifting up to 
5,000 pounds and featuring 
all the advancements of the 
S-SERIES family!

Use this link to be the first to get information on our new 
truck! http://www.clarkmhc.com/wmh2021

A New Forklift From CLARK!

Save 25% on Trauma & First Aid Kits designed to meet & exceed ANSI/
OSHA standards for workplace First Aid. In addition to the most common 
workplace injuries, this upgrade includes the lifesaving benefit of major 
bleeding control. Options include Class A or B in a rugged Hardcase or 
nylon Softcase.

Learn more at www.narescue.com/ANSI.

North American Rescue
creativepro.com

Reach these different industries:
 » Chemicals
 » Construction
 » Distribution Centers
 » Food & Beverage

 » Manufacturing/Industrial
 » Metals
 » Oil & Gas/Petro/Refineries
 » Rubber & Plastics

 » Technology
 » Transportation Mfg
 » Warehousing
 » Water/Wastewater

Print. Digital. Thought Leadership. A Combo.

Contact Randy at 586-227-9344 or randy@rdgmedia.net to 
see how we can put the right one to work for your company.

Are You Aware 
of our Three 
“Workplace” 
Publications?

PR    TECT
PEOPLE • PROFITS • PRODUCTIVITY

Download our Fall 
Protection Toolkit today!
>>   www.gorbel.com/right-track

Defend What Matters Most
Finding a balance between safety and productivity 
doesn’t have to be a losing battle. Gorbel’s Tether 
Track Fall Protection solutions were designed to protect 
the things that matter most to you – your people – 
without sacrificing productivity or profits. We take the 
guesswork out of fall protection by helping you select a 
system designed specifically for your needs.

On the front line of falls, we’re your best defense.

GORBEL.COM    |    INFO@GORBEL.COM    |    (800) 821-0086

GORBEL, INC.
600 Fishers Run
Fishers, NY 14453

PROUDLY MANUFACTURED
IN THE USA SINCE 1977

WorkplaceAd_7.625X10.75.indd   1WorkplaceAd_7.625X10.75.indd   1 6/15/2020   10:29:06 AM6/15/2020   10:29:06 AM
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Recently, the COVID-19 pandemic fundamentally altered 
many aspects of our lives, making us more focused on 
cleanliness and hygiene than ever before. Cleanliness is 
now business-critical for all industries, and the process 
of cleaning is moving from backstage to center stage and 
may require many companies to completely rethink how 
they approach the concept of cleaning.

Nilfisk offers an extensive range of premium cleaning prod-
ucts, including floorcare equipment, vacuum cleaners and 
high pressure washers worldwide to help customers navi-
gate these changing demands, needs and standards.

Nilfisk was founded on a vision of producing and selling 
products of the highest quality worldwide and for more 
than a hundred years, Nilfisk has adapted to the changing 
needs of markets and customers with innovative products 
and solutions. With a global sales force and proven sales 
channels, we have established strong and valuable cus-
tomer relations and partnerships across the world and we 

strive to be at the forefront of technological advancement 
to drive future customer needs.

To learn more about Nilfisk, visit www.nilfisk.us.

Nilfisk is one of the world’s leading manufacturers 
of professional cleaning equipment.

Nilfisk 9435 Winnetka Ave N, Brooklyn Park, MN 55445 | 800-989-2235 | www.nilfisk.us
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For more than 80 years, C.A. Short Company has been 
a leader in the employee engagement and recogni-
tion industry.

Through our People Are Everything™ recognition platform 
and engagement solutions, we help organizations inspire, 
reward, and retain their most valuable assets: their people.

Our People Are Everything platform is completely con-
figurable. Our programs are custom-tailored to meet your 
needs and ultimately, reach your business goals. With our 
Shared Risk-Reward Model, you only purchase program 
points when your goals and KPIs are met.

Our service award programs offer a wide variety of presen-
tation options and thousands of awards to fit your culture. 
Feel confident to eliminate common budget overages with 
our Guaranteed Fixed Budget Control Pricing method.

As the first company to create 100% OSHA-compliant 
safety incentive programs, we understand you need to 
consistently measure success and discover any areas of 
improvement. We also understand that safety programs 
can often take too much time to manage. Our program, 
Safegagement™, was designed to reduce your administra-
tive and management time.

Our sales incentive programs are designed to retain your 
best salespeople, while engaging the rest of your sales 
organization.

Do more than tell your employees they matter - show them. 
From planning to implementation to program measure-
ment, we help you create memories that last a lifetime.

Learn more at www.cashort.com/safety.

The iBOS System, the industry’s leading forklift battery 
management system,  by Philadelphia Scientific, guides 
operators to which battery is the best to take. This means 
all the batteries in the fleet are rotated properly, in turn, 
maximizing their performance. While all of this is going 
on, the battery room data is being recorded, uploaded and 
stored so it can be accessed from anywhere in the world. 

Using a data first approach to forklift battery management, 
you can ensure that each lead-acid battery maximizes its 
performance and each fleet has the right number of assets 
it needs to maximize its efficiency.

Learn more at www.phlsci.com.

C.A. Short Company 800-535-5690 | www.cashort.com/safety

Philadelphia Scientific LLC. 215-616-0390 | www.phlsci.com

Stay On Top of What’s New with Industry-Specific Ebooks! 
WMHS has published several informative ebooks chock-full of 
current, useful information on Construction Safety, Arc Flash 
Protection, and OSHA Compliance. Visit www.workplacepub.
com/ebooks/ for more information.
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Providing high-quality Japanese tools that improve 
how the world cuts. 

Because quality counts, OLFA designs, develops, and 
manufactures its products in Japan. 

Ever since Yoshio Okada, the founder of OLFA 
CORPORATION, invented the world’s first snap-
off blade cutter in 1956, OLFA has been committed 
to developing practical and safe hand-held cutting 
tools. The snap-off blade cutter was conceived as 
an economical, safe, and efficient cutter knife that 
always gives users a sharp blade edge to work with 
by snapping off the old blade edge.

This cutter revolutionized how people cut materi-
als and greatly improved work efficiency. The angle 
and length of the OLFA snap blade set the indus-
try standard. Today, snap-off blade cutters are used 
around the world.

OLFA brand blades are made with top quality 
materials, forged with technologies that stem from 
traditional sword-making, sharpened with expertise 
that extend blade life, and ultimately finished with 
the craftsmanship that delivers superior performance.

Users gain full cutting performance of these high-qual-
ity blades with handles that are 
designed, developed, and manufac-
tured in Japan to stringent quality 
checks throughout the process. 
OLFA is proud of the unwavering 
quality that goes into every prod-
uct it makes.

Since then, OLFA has been com-
mitted to making tools that improve 
how people cut materials by devel-
oping products that not only attain 
an unmatched level of sharpness 
but that are also easy and safe 
to use. This includes profession-
al-grade tools used in constructions 
trades, shipping and warehouse 
operations or office work, as well 

as tools used in the creative world for papercrafts, 
quilting, modeling, and more. 

OLFA specializes in safety cutting tools that deliver 
ease of cutting in the safest manner. The full line 
includes three segments: 

• Semi-automatic self-retracting knives - Spring-
activated blades that retract when lifted from the 
cutting surface. Available with durable plastic 
handles or a fully stainless-steel, NSF Certified 
model for food safety or for sanitization for COVID 
protection. 

• Fully automatic self-retracting safety knives 
– Two models offer enhanced user safety with 
automatic blade protection whether the blade 
trigger is activated or not. 

• Concealed blade safety knives – Continual 
cutting with fully protected blade exposure. 
Available as disposable model or with replaceable 
blades. Disposable model also NSF Certified for 
use in food safety or for sanitization for COVID 
protection. Get a free SK-15 sample.

Every OLFA product is the result of OLFA’s commit-
ment and attention to detail.

Learn more at www.olfahandtools.com.

OLFA North America Inc. www.olfahandtools.com
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CHEMTREC® is a service of the American Chemistry 
Council, and the world’s premier call center for hazmat 
emergency response coordination. For more than 50 
years, CHEMTREC has worked with companies around 
the world to prevent, manage, and minimize the impact 
of shipping incidents involving hazardous materials. 
With the right procedures and protocols in place, and 
by doing what’s right quickly and effectively, we help 
minimize environmental impacts, protect people, and 
preserve the assets and reputations of our customers. 
Helping companies safely ship hazardous materials is 
more than just our business—it’s our passion.

We do this by advocating for best practice and proto-
cols based on the latest scientific research, providing 
high-quality training and knowledge on incident pre-
vention and effective crisis management, and through 

the provision of global compliance and incident 
response services.

CHEMTREC offers a variety of services that help com-
panies meet local and international dangerous goods 
and hazardous materials regulations, including emer-
gency telephone emergency response, SDS services, 
hazmat training, lithium battery compliance solutions, 
and extended service protocols. For more information, 
visit www.chemtrec.com.

Protect yourself while working outdoors.

SUN X SUNSCREEN
Protection against the elements is an integral part of work-
ing outside, even OSHA agrees, but we often forget about 
the damage UV Rays can do to our bodies.

Sun exposure can lead to sunburn, sun poisoning, or 
skin cancer. Protect yourself daily with our Oxybenzone, 
Octinoxate and paraben free Sun X SPF 50 & Sun X 30+ 
Broad Spectrum Sunscreens. These non-greasy formulas 
go wherever your job may take you, providing 80 minutes 
of protection with each application.

Water resistant, FDA compliant, and Lineman’s Glove 
tested (Type 1 Class 2 ANSI/ASTM D 120). Sun X is tough 
enough to stay put even when the heat is on.

BUG X 30 INSECT REPELLENT
Protection from insects that may carry Zika Virus, West 
Nile Virus, or Lyme Disease is not just an employee want, 
but an OSHA recommendation.

Our EPA registered Bug X 30 Insect Repellent contains 
30% DEET, giving you up to 7 hours of continuous pro-
tection against mosquitoes, ticks, chiggers, fleas, gnats, red 

bugs, no-see-ums, sand fleas, biting 
flies, deer flies, stable flies, and 

black flies.

Low odor, non-stain-
ing, and non-greasy, 
Bug X 30 is the best 
choice for compliant 
skin protection.

CHEMTREC 1-800-262-8200 | sales@chemtrec.com | https://www.facebook.com/chemtreccenter 
https://twitter.com/chemtrec | https://www.linkedin.com/company/439477/

CoreTex Products Inc. 877-684-5774  | www.CoreTexProducts.com
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Call: 800.315.7767

Warestar Inc. - 800.315.7767 - sales@warestar.com - www.warestar.com

Storage - Buildings - Conveyors - Mezzanines - Safety Equipment
Lifts - Dock Equipment - Ergonomic Systems - Wire Partitions

DESIGN
SALES
INSTALLATION

DESIGN
SALES
INSTALLATION

Exceptional Products and Services
Since 1994
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Lifetime Warranty Against  
Manufacturing Defects 

 
CUSTOM MADE IN INCH,  
METRIC & O-RING SIZES
 
Round, Flat and Connectable  
Polyurethane Belts

• Very Clean Operation  

• Eliminates Tensioning Devices 

• Exceptional Abrasion Resistance

AN ISO 9001 
CERTIFIED 
COMPANY

pyramidbelts.com • 641.792.2405 • sales@pyramidbelts.com

Pyramid Pyrathane Belts® —
the standard of the industry!  
Try them on your conveyor. 

POWER TRANSMISSION-PART CONVEYING

PYRATHANE®  BELTS
SAMPLES  

AVAILABLE

19Pyramid_7x48125_lineShaft.indd   1 12/4/2018   5:43:30 PM
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Path Pro® clears the wheel’s 
path of cords and other 
obstructions cutting production 
delays, annoyances and hazards 
all while keeping feet safe from 
accidental wheel strikes. 
  
• 4 years of proven performance 

  
• 0 complaints concerning 

quality or longevity

Provide Peace of Mind

Path Pro® Wheel Guards

To learn more or to purchase visit: www.thecastermaster.com  
or our  facebook page: The Caster Master.

Use discount code SAFER at checkout 
to receive 10% off your next order

408-436-5534 • www.ezturner.com

EZTurner is ideal
FOR INDUSTRIES LIKE:

• FOOD

• PHARMACEUTICAL

• COSMETIC

• PACKAGING

• PRINTING

• and more

Turn over any products up to 
2000 lbs in less then 30 seconds

US Patent No.  6,626,631  B1
Ergonomic Pallet Exchanger

• Specify for Crown, Raymond  
or Hyster Order Pickers

• 4 x 4 wire mesh panels
• Ergonomic push handle
• Heavy Duty Floor Lock
• Hitch stores away vertically  

when not in use
• Towing ability with rear receiver
• Precision bearings in casters  

never require greasing
• Fork guides and grabber  

bars standard
• Grabber bar options:

 » Solid 2 x 4 Hardwood
 » Steel bar

Yes, we can customize it! Call Us  
Today For A Quote! (800) 346-1792

 www.Mid-States1.com

Order Picker Carts

tennsco.com/packingtable

Quality Built Since 1962

C a b i n e t s  •  S h e l v i n g  •  L o c k e r s  •  S h o p  E q u i p m e n t

Pack. Wrap.
Ship. DONE. 

Follow WMHS on social media!



CERTIFIED

LIFETIME WARRANTY

OSHA
COMPLIANTCOMPLIANT
OSHA

MEETS

652 REQUIREMENTS

SAFE    S IMPLE    STAINLESS

Housekeeping Compliance Made Simple.
HAFCOVAC STAINLESS STEEL EXPLOSION-PROOF VACUUMS

PHONE: 201.447.0433   TOLL-FREE: 855-HAFCOVAC   EMAIL: safety@hafcovac.com   www.hafcovac.com

Stainless Steel Dolly

Powerful Venturi 
85 CFM @ 77dB

HEPA FILTRATION
included with all unitsTHE ESSENTIAL OVERHEAD 

TOOL KIT

II2DcT6X
Equivalent to National Fire Protection Association 70: 
NEC Rating:
Class  I Division 1* Groups A, B, C, D T6 Zone 1
Class  II Division 1*  Groups E, F, G T6
Class  III Division 1*
Zone 1 Only
Certified for use in a Division1 hazardous location, can be used in a 
Division2 hazardous location, providing it is in the same Class and Group.

HAFCO VACUUMS HAVE THE MOST 
POWERFUL VENTURI SYSTEMS 
WITH LIFETIME WARRANTIES

ANTI-STATIC

EXPLOSION PROO
F

FOR WET

OR DRY USE

ComDust

M
eets NFPA Standard

s

Floor Tool and Wand

Certified 
Anti-Static 
Hose

Essential
Overhead

Tool Kit

BENEFITS OF STAINLESS STEELBENEFITS OF STAINLESS STEEL

�CORROSION RESISTANCE
Resists corrosion to water, acids, alkaline
   solutions, and chlorine environments.

�FIRE AND HEAT RESISTANCE
Retains strength at high
temperatures.

�EASY TO CLEAN 
Easy to clean, perfect for strict

hygiene areas including food.

�IMPACT RESISTANT
A natural property of Stainless Steel

is it’s inherent toughness.
�LONG TERM VALUE
Summed up by it’s natural characteristics
HafcoVac Stainless Explosion-Proof Vacuums
are often a less expensive option when total
cost is considered.

�SUSTAINABLE 
Stainless, being corrosion resistant,
durable, and containing high-recycled
content and recapture rates is one of the
most sustainable material choices available.

Static 
Conductive 

Air Hose

Grounded 
Stainless Steel

Container

SAME DAY SHIPPINGSAME DAY SHIPPING

LEADERS OF INTERSECTION PROTECTION SINCE 2009

COLLISION AWARENESS

MADE in the U.S.A.

Toll FREE: 888-324-1920
www.CollisionAwareness.com

Keep Your Workforce Protected!
Our Products Alert Employees of Dangerous 

Collisions BEFORE They Occur!
• Made in America
• Alerts pedestrians of approaching traffic
• Significant loss prevention benefits
• Great for hearing impaired employees
• All models low voltage
• 42 Standard packages available
• NEW! Indoor/outdoor models

• No batteries to replace
• No field calibration required
• Easy installation, no electrician required
• LED lights have 100,000 hour warranty
• No expensive microwave sensors
• Mounts up and out of the way
• All models ship UPS

LOOK OUTLOOK OUT ™
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Call us Toll Free at 
1.866.285.5725

Tear Drop  “Power Slot”Tear Drop  “Power Slot”

Structural SelectStructural Select

Secure Pin CantileverSecure Pin Cantilever

Structual CantileverStructual Cantilever

Ask about our 72 hour 
Quick Ship Program

www.bulldograck.com


